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Nineteen-year-old arrested last Friday

Student charged with sexual assault of fellow Bohn Hall resident
By Lynn M. Cowan
Editor-in-Chief

A 19-year-old Bohn Hall man
was arrested and charged with
sexually assaulting a fellow
Bohn resident in the dorm last
Friday, Clifton police said.
James Cino, a resident of
Toms River, N.J., was arrested
at noon and released from the
Clifton police department on
$7,500 bail, according to Clifton
police Lt. John Burke. Cino has
been expelled from residence
life until further notice, said
Ruth Lugo Alvarez, director of
Residence Life.
Although rape is not listed as
an actual crime according to the
criminal justice code of New
Jersey, sexual assault entails “an
act of sexual penetration.”
The alleged attack, which
occurred sometime around 5
a.m. last Friday, was reported
to campus police by an uniden
tified caller, according to Direc
tor of Campus Police Philip
Calitre.
However, Dean of Students
Edward Martin said that the

caller “was a friend” of the
alleged victim.
Campus Police responded to

to Mountainside Hospital in
Montclair.
According to both Calitre

fore the alleged attack. “They
knew one another,” said Mar
tin, who refused to characterize

A judge’s ruling on an alleged date rape victim’s right to sue Rutgers University recently
sparked off a new awareness of the problem of date rape on Rutgers’ New Brunswick campus,
according to Dan Ronnen, associate news editor of Rutgers’ student newspaper, the Daily Targum.
The case involved a young woman who alleged she was “date raped” while attending the
university two years ago. The victim’s case was tried internally by the university and her alleged
attacker found not guilty. She now claims that the university tried to prevent her from having
her case heard in a public court, said Ronnen, who covered the incident for the Targum.
One month ago, a judge ruled that the victim had the right to sue the university for its
actions.
In response to several demonstrations that arose out of the judge’s ruling, Edward Bloustein,
Rutgers University president, wrote an open letter on Nov. 16 titled, “Message to the University
Community” addressing the issue of date rape.
In addition, Bloustein requested that the university’s Task Force on Acquaintance Rape meet
with administrators and students at the various Rutgers campuses to review current date rape
policies, procedures and support services.
At MSC, plans have not yet been made for any new date rape programs to go into effect,
according to Dean of Students Edward Martin and Residence Life Director Ruth Lugo-Alvarez.
Both administrators indicated that existing programs and resources at the college, such as annual
campus police lectures and the Drop-In Center’s literature, sufficiently address the concerns
of students on campus. President Irvin Reid’s office declined comment.
Some students on campus, however, said that they did not feel that the college was providing
adequate resources on date rape. “I don’t agree that we have enough protection,” said Kerry
Raftery, a junior psychology major who lives on campus.
“They (the college) should look into more lecture programs like self-defense workshops,” said
commuter Maggie Kurdyla, a junior in marketing and management.
the call by questioning the
woman, taking a complaint
from her and transporting her

According to both Calitre
and Martin, the young woman
was acquainted with Cino be-

the incident as “date rape.”
Calitre said that Cino did not
have to bypass any form of

security in the residence hall
where the alleged attack oc
curred. “There was no breach
in security,” he said.
Neither Calitre nor Martin
would comment on the circum
stances of the alleged assault, or
whether alcohol or drugs were
used by either student.
“I have been led to believe it
did not grow out of a party
incident,” Martin said. He first
declined to comment on the role
of alcohol in the alleged attack,
but added, “I don’t want to say.
No, it’s not that I don’t want
to, it’s that I believe I can’t say.”
Martin added that both stu
dents have continued to attend
classes following the alleged
attack.
Administrators have not de
cided on any disciplinary action
if Cino is found guilty of sexual
assault, according to Martin. “I
can’t speculate on that at the
moment,” he said. He refused
to comment on any past disci
plinary actions associated with
similar incidents at the college.
If guilty, Cino could face 10
years in prison and $100,000 in
fines.

English honors program favored by
students, is controversial among faculty
By Dwayne Marshall
Correspondent_____________
The English Honors Com
mittee discussed plans to write
a proposal for a departmental
honors program although it
“still faces tough opposition
from faculty members,” said
Tom Benediktsson, chairman of
the English Honors Committee,
Tuesday in Partridge Hall.
The committee, which is
made up of three English de

partment faculty members—
Tom Benediktsson, Rita Jac
obs, and Murray Prosky—was
created to develop the idea of
an honors program for the
English Department.
As a first step in the devel
opment, the committee con
ducted a survey to see if there
was any interest in an honors
program by English majors,
according to Benediktsson.
Nine members of the faculty
handed out the survey to Eng-

lish majors in their courses. The
survey produced 105 responses
and 95 of the students were in
favor of an honors program.
The survey also indicated that
60 percent of the students polled
thought the program should be
selective in who is allowed to
participate.
Although the English Honors
Committee received encourage
ment from English students, it
faces opposition from faculty
cont. on p. 5

Photo by Kristin Marcussen

H aunted house arrests pending
By Michelle Keery
Staff Writer ___

A hot water pipe burst outside of Blanton Hall’s B wing on Monday
sometime after midnight. An officer returning from escorting «
student first noticed the pipe leaking at 12=20 a.m., and pwked
his police van under the leak to deter pedesrtians from waJcmg
underneath it. Students in the dorm were without hot water until
early afternoon on Tuesday.
____________________

Campus Police Sgt. Debra
Newcombe said yesterday that
the arrests of several men al
leged to have been involved in
the sexual harassment of two
women at the Stone Hall Hal
loween Haunted House may be
made by the end of the week.
“No charges have been filed
yet,” said Newcombe, “but
we’ve narrowed down the field

(of suspects) and are moving in
on certain individuals.” If the
two women choose to file
complaints, the suspects in
volved will be arrested, she
added.
The alleged incident occurred
on Oct. 31 during the operation
of Stone Hall’s Haunted House
on the lower level of that dorm.
The alleged victims claim that
they “were touched on various
parts of their bodies that they
didn’t want to be touched on,”

by several males who were in
the same room, Dean of Stu
dents Edward M artin, who
spoke with the women, said.
The two students reported the
alleged incident to campus
police and the Office of Resi
dence Life, and campus police
have been investigating the
report since then, Martin said
In response to the victims’
claims that campus police were
delaying the investigation, Newcont. on p. 3
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GREAT NOTCH

TELEMARKETING
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Exxon Sho
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AFTERNOONS
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M ILK
M U N C H IE S
M IX E R S
M E A TB A LLS
M APS
M U C H M O RE

OPEN 24 HOURS EVERY DA Y!
Right down the hill on R oute 46 East

We Offer To You:
• A conveniently located office near
Rts. 80, 287, 46 & 80
• Flexible Work Schedule
Mon.-Fri.: 2PM-5PM; 5:30PM-8:30PM
Saturday: 9AM-12 Noon
Sunday: 11:30AM-2:30PM
• S
600/Hr. - Commission
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Celebrity convict
Delta Chi given charter K wanzaa
activities
speaks about ordeal
By Richard E. Buckley, Jr.
Staff Writer________________
An unusual guest appeared at
the Student Center ballroom C
on Decem ber 3. Terence
McCrackin came to MSC to
talk about the last six years of
his life during which he would
be accused of murder, and
spend four years in a maximum
security prison, virtually unable
to defend himself.
The following is McCrackin’s
account of what happened over
the last six years. Eighteen year
old Terence McCrackin Jr. got
out of bed and got ready for
school, like any other teenager
in Collingdale, Pa. McCrackin
returned to school after being
absent for two days with pink
eye.
Terence McCrackin had a
term paper due which absolute
ly had to be handed in. Not only
was McCrackin to hand in his
term paper, but also four years
of his life. On March 18, 1983,
Terence McCrackin would be
accused of murder.

The Organization of Stu
dents for African Unity will
sponsor a series of guest
lectures next M onday
through Thursday, together
with African-American stu
dies. All three will take place
in the Student Center Bal
lrooms at noon.
Dr. Chiweizu Ibikwe, a
historian, poet, and author of
d2The West and the Rest of
Us: Voices From Twentieth
Century Africa: Decolonising the African Mind, will
lecture Monday, Dec. 11. His
lecture is on “Africa: Myth
and Reality.”
Dr. Maulana Karenga of
the Department of Black
Studies at California State
University, Long Beach, and
author of many scholarly
books, will speak Tuesday,
Dec. 12. His lecture, “The
Seven Principles in Practice:
Family, Com m unity and
Culture,” will accompany a
Kwanzaa ceremony.
“ A frocentricity” is Dr.
Molefi Asante’s lecture sche
duled for Thursday, Dec. 14.
Asante is editor of The
Journal o f Black Studies.
For more details. Dr.
Saundra is available ai 8937378, or Adrienne Woods at
893-4198. Refreshment will
be served.

At school McCrackin was
sent home by the school nurse,
who felt his illness was still
contagious. He went home,
slept until eleven then went to
see two friends. First he helped
a friend who was working on
his car, then he went
to use the phone at another
friend’s house.
McCrackin returned home
and the mailman arrived with
a parcel which his father was
to sign for. At this time,
McCrackin went upstairs to tell
his father. The elder was bathing
and told his son to sign for him,
as they bear the same name.
McCrackin went downstairs
and did so. During this time,
a robbery was taking place at
Kelly’s Deli, a half mile from
McCrackin’s home. During the
robbery, David Johnston, a 71
year old customer, was shot and
killed.
McCrackin heard the news
and out of curiosity went to the
scene of the crime. Outside the
deli, he learned that he fit the
gunman’s description.
cont. on p. 8

By Mary Kwapniewski
Correspondent

The 40-member group plans
to get a charter from the na

The Delta Chi Montclair
State Colony received a Class
IV charter from SGA on Nov.
29, said David Orlofsky, direc
tor of public relations of Delta
Chi.

tional organization becoming
New Jersey’s first chapter, by
next May. Also planned are a
big brother program and a
president’s council at MSC, to
include presidents of all Greek
organizations.

Haunted house case
cont. from p. 1
combe said, “We’ve really been
on top of it from the first day.
I was surprised by the article (a
Star-Ledger report in which the
two alleged victims’ claims were
made).”

C o m e in
o u t o f th e

Martin said that the investi
gation was - difficult one, which
explains the amount of time
needed to complete it. “The
difficulty lies in the fact that the
incident took place in a dar
kened room, making it hard to
identify the suspects,” he said.
He added that campus police
needed to conduct several inter
views before particular suspects
could be focused on.
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January 2 — January 19, Monday through Friday
Plus Saturday, January 13
T hree w e e k s o f im m ersion in a w orld o f your ch o ice
•
•
•
•
•
•

Explore the wonders of the human mind
Create your own works of art
Try your skill at racquetball or swim in our heated pool
Enter the worlds of Tintoretto, Michelangelo or Rembrandt
Listen to the heartbeat of business and marketing
Chart your path through the fascinating realm of mathematics
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COUNTY COLLEGE
155 MILL ROAD
P.O. BOX 3050
EDISON. NEW JERSEY 08818-3050

C o m e in o u t o f th e c o ld .
Register in person now at
the Office of the Registrar.
Call (201) 906-2523 for information.

The WINTERSESSION work load is heavy. You should expect to spend, for a single course,
about as much time in and out of the classroom on a weekly basis as you would carrying
a full time load in a normal 14 - week semester. If you have th e tim e to invest,
WINTERSESSION could be perfect for you.

December 15,1989
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STUDENT CENTER BALLROOM
Montclair State College
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Roadway Package System
WANTS YOU!!!

ONE CONCERTS
PRESENTS:

* Part time hours
* Starting pay: 7 .5 0 /h r - After 90 days:
9 .0 0 /h r

* Immediate openings for package
handlers
* Shift: Midnight to 5 a.m. or 5:30 to
10:30 p.m.
* 3, 4 or 5 days a week
* Students are also employed as:
P /T Supervisors
Data entry persons
Quality Controllers F/T after graduation
T w o N e w Jersey L ocation s:
19 Daniel Road
Fairfield, NJ 07006
(201) 882-6629

D om ino’s Pizza, thp world's largest
pizza delivery company, is now hiring
delivery drivers. If you are 18 years
old, have a valid driver's license,
automobile insurance, a good driving
record, and access to a car, you can:

5-61 Bay Avenue
Elizabeth, NJ 07201
(201) 351-9381

• Make an average of $7-$10 an hour
• Enjoy the freedom of being on the
road.
• Work flexible hours.
• Be part of the excitement of the
world's fastest-growing pizza
delivery company

CALL TO D A Y
An equal opportunity/affirmative action employer

To apply, stop in at 5I6 VALLEY
R O A D (next to the A&P) or call
744-0006.

Bod&HgKdk
with special guest...

SAftAyA
Tuesday, Dec. 12 a t 9:00 p.m.
MSC Memorial Auditorium
C1C is a Class One of the SGA

ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM

¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥

So, if you’re looking for a great part-time job,

Part-time
■ Package Handlers

look no further.

5COME
2 £ ? IN
th, n g s |
OUR 1
package

ENGLEW OO D

S P R IN G V A L L E Y

148 West Forest Ave.
INTERVIEW HOURS:
Tues 9AM-11 AM
or call 201-569-4919

Murray Hill Drive and
Pascack Road
INTERVIEW HOURS
Wed 9AM-11AM
or call 914-352-0450

Handler,
SADDLE BROOK

SECAUCUS

280 Midland Avenue
INTERVIEW HOURS:
Mon & Tues 6PM-8PM
Tues & Thurs 2PM-4PM

493 County Avenue
INTERVIEW HOURS:
Mon-Thurs 9AM-11 AM, 4PM-8PM
Friday 9AM-11AM. 6PM-8PM

or call 201-267-2806, Voice Box' 5400
or 201-330-2315
Trademark of Voice Box Systems INC.

"
f

aU Aller

W f

benefits such as.

For students, we've got something
extra special.

Tuition re im b u rsem en t
(up to $2,000 a semester on
selected sorts)

“

M e d ic a l
D e n ta l

L He in s u ra n ce
V isio n ca re

United Parcel Service

e s c rip tio n ^ « :
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★

ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEMS, INC
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English honors

A thousand votes
needed for referendum

cont. from p. 1
members, said Benediktsson.
The Honors Committee preli
minary proposal caused tre
mendous outcry and concern
from members of the English
faculty, he said.
A few of the faculty members
who opposed the program
spoke and wrote their views to
colleagues and the department
Prosky,
a
committee
member, responded to the ques
tion of segregation by saying,
‘The creation of an honors
program isn’t designed to be
inherently segregationous. It
would be designed to address
special needs of students.”
English Department Chair
person Allyce Miller expressed
support for an Honors Pro
gram. Dr. Dan Bronson also
expressed some support of the
Honors Program, saying, “The
honors program will make
MSC English students more
attractive a hire upon gradua
tion, but we must not forget
about our commitment to stu
dents who need tutorial work.”
“This topic will be discussed
at the first English Departmen
tal Faculty meeting next semes
ter,” said one source, who
wished to remain anonymous.

By Wendy Weiley
C orrespondent

SGA President Mary Jane
Linnehan announced at Wed
nesday’s SGA meeting that
there were 742 votes thus far for
the referendum bill, which is the
parking bill, and 1,000 more
votes are needed for the students
to be heard. Linnehan ended her
report saying that there was an
alleged sexual assault in one of
the resident halls last Friday
morning.
SGA Attorney General In
grid Van Voorst addressed the
pressing problem of parking on
M SC’s campus. Dr. James
Keenan of the History Depart
ment wanted to make sure the

students knew that the proposed
$1.75 parking fee was only for
the parking garage, and not for
anywhere else on campus.
Two organizations received
new charters for the 1990-91
school year after brief presen
tations by members of their
organizations. The Student
Technology Association re
ceived a class II charter and
Sigma Phi Rho received a class
IV charter.
New business included the
MSC Panhellenic wanting a
seat on Greek Council; this was
sent to committee. Also a pro
posed bill saying that two
congratulatory letters be sent to
G overnor-Elect Florio and
Governor Kean from the SGA
was approved.

Campus police report

Candy man strikes in
Partridge H all again

Emergency money given
by Alumni Association
housing, school trips, supplies
or for medical reasons, Martin
said.
Before a student gets the
The Emergency Student
money, he/she must first work
Loan Fund received $10,000
out a repayment schedule and
earlier this semester from the
sign a contract stating that the
Alumni Association to aid
vice president of Student Affairs
students who need financial
may take any action necessary
assistance in emergency situa
in order to have the loan repaid.
tions, said Dean of Students
These actions are withholding
Christmas shop at
Edward Martin this week.
transcripts, withholding the
Money is given to the Emer
opportunity to complete regis
gency Student Loan Fund by
tration and deducting the
the Alumni Association on a
am ount from financial aid
regular basis and as it is needed,
awards before the aid is applied
jewelry, crystals, clothing, books,
according to June Launay,
to other debts.
tapes, CD’s, wind chimes, fine art
Director of Alumni Relations.
Martin said 90 percent of the
...and friendly people.
A student may borrow be
students
return the money with
tween $50 and $300, interest
W itc h u n | Plaza • o a » to Port Office
out
incident,
often returning it
46 Fairfield Street • Montclair • 309-7731
free, for food, transportation,
the very next day.
The money is available to
undergraduate
students
through the financial aid office
a s-y * r v r V i \ / r t r
The oldest school for actors in the
English-speaking world, the
or Dean Martin’s office, and
i l l arjif/n
Academy has trained more
comes from the Alumni/Chap
1 1 K A M . A .1 IV professional actors than any other
in Fund.
a T jrr-i^
school or college in the country.
Chapin, a past president of
J
Alumni have won nominations for
89 Oscars, 61 Tonys and 153 Emmys.
MSC, would lend his money to
students, interest free, in cases
of emergencies. The Emergency
Two-Year Professional Program
Student Loan Fund is based on
B e g in s in Ja n u a ry a n d S e p te m b e r
that standard, said Launay.
Six-Week S um m er Program
Martin said that the Emer
B eg in s in Ju ly
gency
Student Loan Fund is
A ADA is the only conservatory for actors offering accredited training in
i X f America^ great c e n te rL f professional activity. For information
working out very well and that
and an application, w nte or call.
it started about 25 years ago.
“It
has slowly grown and people
,
f ' AM ACADEMY o f d r a m a t ic a r t s
AMERiCAN ACAU
2550 pa,0ma Street, Pasadena, CA 91107
have
seen the worth in it,”
120 Madison Avenue, New York, NY1001b
,glg, 798.9777
(212) 686-9244
'
Martin said. Most schools do
not offer such a program, he
added.
Last semester approximately
100-120 students borrowed
money through the program,
said Martin.

[ may not really
want to
But you know you
really have to
So since there’s
no way out
At least do it
where it’s cosmic,

A M F R IC A N
ACADEM Y U r

By Lynn M. Cowan
Editor-in-Chief
A Partridge Hall vending
machine was broken into on
Dec. 1 sometime between 2:30
and 6:30 a.m. Although no
money was stolen, all the candy
was removed from the machine.
This is the second time the
vending machines have been hit
in the last few months.
A female student complained
to campus police on Dec. 1 that
she had been harassed by three
males while walking through the
campus at 9:40 a.m. The student
said that she had been walking
in the mall area between Life
Hall and Sprague Library when
three males followed her from
behind, making sexual com
ments. Because the student did
not turn around, she could not
identify the three men.
On Nov. 30, a faculty member
complained that a female mo
torist nearly hit him as he was
crossing College Avenue. The
vehicle owner was identified and
charges are pending.
Two bomb threats occurred
on Dec. 2. The first one, at 9
a.m., was directed at Panzer
Gym. The building was evacu

ated and no devices were found.
The second, at 8 p.m., was
directed at Stone Hall. As had
happened in the first case, the
building was evacuated but no
devices were found.
A student’s wallet was stolen
from her dorm room sometime
between 3 a.m. and 8 p.m. on
Dec. 1. The wallet contained
several credit cards and $50, but
the student estimated that the
wallet, a $300 Gucci, was far
more valuable than what it
contained.
Sometime between 7 p.m on
Dec. 4 and 3 p.m. on Dec. 5,
someone attempted to steal a
1983 Chevrolet Camaro parked
in lot 24. Although the attempt
failed, the car’s stereo was
stolen.
A Bohn Hall resident report
ed her wallet was stolen from
her dorm room at 7 p.m. on
Dec. 5. The student, who left
her room open while she went
down the hall to use the ba
throom , said that she saw
another resident on a nearby
hall phone before entering the
bathroom, and returned to find
her wallet missing. The incident
is currently under investigation.

By Tracy Scott
Correspondent

CIRCULATION
M ANAGEM ENT
If you are a sales oriented individual who believes
he/she can handle a management position, then
this may be the opportunity you’ve been looking
for. Duties include recruiting, training and moti
vating newspaper carriers (adults and children);
collection from carriers; maintaining delivery ser
vice standards and increasing sales. Related
experience is helpful but we are willing to train
the right individuals.
We offer an excellent starting salary, liberal
mileage reimbursement and a generous benefits
package. Call 428-8900 ext. 5030 for an appoint
ment.

D aily Record
629 Parsippany Road
Parsippany, N.J. 07054
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COMPUTER
CLEARANCE

i C

Q o r n p u 't s r D ìs c o l i n i s r

REPAIR
CENTER

5 0 0 c t.

Sales/Service-Renials/Supplies/Upgrades

Save money with NEW
and USED computers.

f= | |
= = = = T=

K- h a v e m a n y c o m p e t i t o r s ,
but no c o m p e t i t i o n .

Ijgcipplc

Paradise EGA Card (new)$125.00

ZENITH
LAPTOPS

AT&T
6300
ifeC 19

ZENITH
184 SUPERSPORT
640K D U A L FLOPPY
ONLY $795.
184 SUPERSPORT
720K, 20 MG
$1,395.

$845.00

ZENITH
1490Z

Flat Screen
Monitor

$ 3 .0 0
W IT H T H IS
00U P 0N
NO LIMIT

$1195.00

IBM MONO
MONITOR

Fax, Phone, Copier
M-1600............ £550

SEM STE R RENT A LS
w / college ID
L A P T O P S , X T ’S ,

$69.00

MURATA
COMPAQ

MEC13

4 77 UKZ. 64OK
J60K d is k e tte drive
(I) COMPAO KEYBOARD
1) COMPAO MONITOR

1595.00 ^

C ° T f /> 0
COMPAQ
n c c k -D o n
DESKPRO

A T S , P R IN T E R S
'

^

W

A d d ition al 5% D isc o u n t o n any purchase
w ith student ID

:

,

r

8fcHZ640K
(1) 360K DRIVE
(1) 10M8 FIXED DRIVE
¡1) COMPAO KEYBOARD

^

$ 850.00

MEC15

fl^ ip p lc '

F A C S IM IL E M A C H IN E S

APLLE
APPLE
APPLE
APPLE

MAC 128 AND 512
HAC PLUS
rue SE

II AND II PLUS
^
HE
IIC AND IIC PLUS
II GS

682 PASSAIC AVE. NUTLEY,N.J. DTllfr

D

•I A
■//A

College Life Union Board
Our group is responsible for student octiviti(

MSC
V

\rv

11

P R IN T E R S P E C IA L
O K ID A T A 183
$250.00

MASTER CARD AND VISA GLADLY ACCEPTED. ALL PRICES
QUOTED INCLUDE A 4* CASH DISCOUNT. CHECKS REQUIRE
A DRIVERS LICENSE AND A MAJOR CREDIT CARD.

(2 0 1 )2 8 4 -1 2 0 0 « F A X

COMPAQ
PORTABLE I(a

W E D O IT A L L !!

ZENITH
TURBOSPORT - 386
2 MG MEMORY, 4 0 M D
$2,495.

IBM AT (286) SYSTEM1
80286, 512 kb RAM,
1.2mb Floppy Drive,
20mb Hard Drive, MonoMonitor, Enhanced KB

1x5

$895.00
50% O F F

ZENITH
$425
SUPERSPORT - 286
20M B
$1,995.
ZENITH
W ORDPROCESSOR
EASY PC
512K 720K DUAL FLOPPY
$450.00

C

AT&T
8MHZ.640K
(2) 360K DISKETTE DRIVES
(1) ATS5 301 KEYBOARD
(1) AT&5 313 MONITOR

O N LY

AT&T 6300 SYSTEM!
8086, 8 mhz, 640 kb
RAM, 360 kb, 20 mb
Hard Drive, MonoMonitor, KB, S/P/C.

IBM / COM PAQ / AT & T / APPLE / ALL MAJOR BRANDS

IB M

T ra c to r
Paper

'

FUN!!
1

ITlondaij s @ 4:00 pm Student C en ter Rm 412
CLUB is a Class One Organization of the SQA
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Fact or fiction, she’s got the “write” ideas
By Carl Chase
News Editor

1 loquen t

co m p e l r>R extraordinary

1Hf-NEWVDRKTIM
ESBOOKREVIEW

PLUM
ECONTEMPORARYFICTION
Austin’s first novel, the story of a young black Jersey City girl

"She’s a winner. Watching
her is like taking a crash course
in how to be you and love it. ”
Doris Jean Austin uses these
words for an Essence magazine
column to describe Terry, a
friend who “never waits to see
which way the majority is
leaning” before speaking up.
They describe the writer herself
as well.
Austin teaches short story
and other writing classes to two
dozen MSC students. A writerin-residence this term (thanks to
the governor’s limited Chal
lenge Grant for Excellence
program), she may be the last
one here due to shrinking funds.
She is one of a rare breed of
MSC instructors.
Austin, whose articles appear
in the New York Times Book
Review, Essence, and other
magazines, commutes from her
Brooklyn apartment, where she
also writes the kind of fiction
that won her a 1988 John O.
Killens Award for Literary
Excellence, a McDowell/Col
ony fellowship, and many oth
ers.

At a Nov. 13 reading in the
Student Center, dozens of lis
teners sat erect as she read the
opening pages of her first novel,
After the Garden. The story is
about Elzina Tompkins, a prop
er young black Jersey City girl,
and her love life with and (when
he’s wrongly jailed) without
Jesse, the young man she falls
in love with in church and later
marries.

“If it makes you
queasy,
write
about it. Y ou’ll
have plenty o f
time to be scared
to death, later.”
Doris Jean Austin
In the novel, Elzina sits in the
church next to her tough, right
eous grandmother, wearing her
first kotex, and falls for the
scholar-athlete when she
catches his eye.
When the preacher says of

Jesse, “We are pleased at the
crop we planted,” Austin lowers
her big paperback and pauses.
“How many of us have heard
this kind of thing from minis
ters?” She laughs with the
audience. Ten listeners nod in
agreement. “I know I’ve heard
it thousands of times.”
The reading finished, she
invites questions. A sophomore
woman asks about “writer’s
block.” Austin assures her it’s
easier to write if you are un
afraid to offend some reader. It
helps to get around “ the
manners we pretend to have,”
which she says are “mostly a
lie.”
Government influence on art,
particularly in the recent Na
tional Endowment for the Arts’
decision to practically censor
“obscene” works, scares her. “A
writer must be free to do wha
tever the sensibilities tell him to
write,” she says.
In class, she implores students
to write about the toughest
subjects that hold the attention.
She says to aspiring writers, “If
it makes you queasy, write
about it. You’ll have plenty of
cont. on p. 8

W hat about sex? Answers

to those burning questions

Big “
brothers”
in
m ore ways than one
By Ann Daly
Correspondent_________
Many people think of frater
nities and sororities as groups
of people with only one interest
— PARTIES! On the contrary,
these organizations have impor
tant things on their minds.
Take the brothers of Phi Beta
Sigma Fraternity, Inc., for
example.
Twice a week, for a few hours,
the brothers volunteer their time
to the children of the Montclair
Child Development Center in
Glen Ridge by reading stories,
playing games, and most impor
tantly, just being there for them.
As a “community service”
fraternity, they are required to
volunteer their time to some
kind of community service in
order to fulfill the fraternity’s
program.
Phi Beta Sigma first got
involved with the center about
two years ago when they had
their pledges volunteer their
services to the center as a
prerequisite for joining the

fraternity.
Willie Worley,
president of the fraternity, says,
“We had so much success with
this project that we decided to
continue with it.”
Worley also added that since
the center is operated by the
state, it needs to have volunteers
help with the children in order
to receive funding.
Pat Spikes, the social service
coordinator at the center, thinks
the project is a beautiful idea.
“Most of the children are from
single parent homes and the
brothers of Phi Beta Sigma are
like ‘big brothers’ to them,” she
says.
Jason Fields, treasurer of the
fraternity, also feels good about
the project. “We try to present
the kids with a positive male role
model because most of them
don’t have fathers,” he says.
Worley agrees. “Aside from
being role models, we just want
the kids to have fun. They’re fun
to work with and the teachers
really appreciate our help.”
Will they be doing anything
cont. on p. 8
e
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Are you curious about birth control? How about sexually transmitted diseases? Do you have any
questions about a personal issue?
The Center for Human Sexuality has a bulletin board outside Rm. 307 of College Hall displaying
up-to-date information on sexuality. Currently featured are facts about AIDS. In addition to informative
posters, handouts are available in plastic holders on the bulletin board.
The Center welcomes questions from the campus community (which can be submitted anonymously)
about posted topics or any other topics. Answers will be provided without personal reference to
encourage wide-spread use of the bulletin board. To submit questions, call Dr. Ruth Blanche at 8934154 or send them to her in the health professions office, Rm. 307 College Hall.
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Fraternity becomes big
brothers to little ones

Study abroad! From

England with love...
Editor’s note: It arrived via air mail this week — a letter from
two MSC students studying in England this semester. Sophia
Stopka, a business major, and Lisa Marzouk, a psychology
major, have been soaking up the local culture as well as taking
courses in sociology, history, perception, and design during their
semester abroad.
Both wanted to encourage other undergraduates to take
advantage of this “terrific opportunity,” enthusiasm better
expressed in their own words.
Hi everyone!
,
We 're coming to you here from sunny Worcester, England (and that's precisely what it s been!
England was experiencing a drought fo r awhile.) Many o f you may not be aware that MSC
has a study abroad program, but we would like to let you know that it is a great opportunity
and a chance o f a lifetime o f which you should definitely take advantage! The study abroad
office is located on the first floor o f Russ Hall, so just pop in anytime and someone will help

vou.
,
.
,.
The two o f us decided to go the Worcester College o f Higher Education and are now spending
a semester here. We arrived a few days before the English students to get to know the town
and college. We were shown around and taken out by one o f the English students who has
helped us more than words can say.
Dr. Sudlow, our advisor here, also helps us whenever we need it, and he also organized
a few trips fo r us. We were kept busy every night with discos, movies, and pubs. (Yeah, it’s
been a hard life!) We all got to know each other really well and became great friends with
the other exchange students. I f you don’t feel like yo u ’ll gain anything else by studying abroad,
the friendship alone is worth the trip.
The social life here is centered in the Dive (our equivalent is the Rat) which is always abound
with people, day or night. People go to the Dive to hang out, play pool or video games, drink,
or dance. There are discos held 3 or 4 nights a week and it's packed with people as well as
fun.
Everyone here is really friendly, but it’s also important to get involved in the various clubs
and activities. There’s everything from a conservative club to sports to a theatre club.
One thing that really impressed us was how aware and involved the students are in politics
and environmental issues. While we’ve been here, we’ve witnessed their fight against the abolition
o f grants which are to be replaced by loans. We were also extremely fortunate to witness the
Queen’s visit to town in celebration o f Worcester’s 800th Anniversary.
There’s also plenty o f opportunity to travel, especially on weekends. We’ve been to Wales,
Stonehenge, London, Oxford, Stratford, Bath, Scotland, and Ireland so far. Traveling can also
take place before you come to the college. We backpacked through Europe, which is also an
opportunity you should take if you get the chance. It’s an adventure, to put it mildly!
We’d like to stress how much this opportunity broadens your horizons. When we get back,
we plan on getting involved in the study abroad program at MSC. I f you have any questions,
please feel free to ask, but fo r now, it’s cheerio!
See ya soon!
Sophia Stopka
Lisa Marzouk
Editor’s note #2: To study abroad, you have to be a full-time undergraduate (usually with junior
status) with at least a 3.0 average. You must also apply the semester before you plan to travel.
For anyone interested in studying abroad during the fall of 1990, Dr. Benjamin F. Hadis is
presently organizing three information sessions to be held in Rm. 124 of Russ Hall at the beginning
of next semester. For more information, call 893-7374.

cont. from p. 7
for the kids this Christmas?
Worley replied with a smile.
“We’re planning to have either
a Christmas party or grab bag
this Friday.”
W hat’s next for Phi Beta
Sigma? “We’re hoping to spend
more time with the children next
semester. The Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority, Inc. has a
literacy program in which
young adults and members of

organizations pledge to read a
book to a child once a day.
We’re planning to participate in
this program,” Worley added.
Pat Spikes is pleased with the
fraternity and its efforts at the
center. “1 appreciate them tak
ing the time to come here and
work with our kids. They’ve
been helping us for so long and
I hope they continue to do so
for many years to come.”

A celebrity convict
wishes fo r obscurity
cont. from p. 3
Later that evening McCrackin was called down to the police
station. He answered the ques
tions, refused to be photo
graphed and finger-printed, but
agreed to take a gunshot residue
test, believing this would prove
his innocence; this proved to be
a tragic error.
The gunshot residue test
turned up positive for traces of
lead on McCrackin’s arm. An
eyewitness also surfaced; claim
ing to have seen McCrackin
enter the deli. In light of this,
he was arrested and charged
with murder and robbery.
M cCrackin was taken to
Delaware County Prison where
he remained in maximum secur
ity until his release on bail.
Two men were soon arrested
for robbing a store near Collingdale. These two men were
charged with seven other similar
robberies, including a conspi
racy with McCrackin at Kelly’s

When the two men, John
Robert Turcotte and William
Verdekal, were arrested, three
very important pieces of evi
dence were found in Verdekal’s
truck: the .38 caliber revolver
used to kill David Johnston, a
lottery ticket purchased at
Kelly’s Deli four minutes before
the murder and a newspaper
article about McCrackin’s ar
rest.
Turcotte and Verdekal were
sent to Delaware County pri
son also. During their stay, they
tried to pin Johnston’s murder
on each other; they panicked
believing they would be caught.
The district attorney ignored
them and held to the theory of
the
conspiracy
between
McCrackin, Turcotte and Verdekal. McCrackin remained
imprisoned until January 27,
1987. When asked what he
would like to do after his retrial,
he replied, “A little obscurity
would be nice.”

>uYe sm art enough to calculate
the size of a H ydrogen atom.

lb.6l(, 17$ » / g * J 35?

M S C ’s writer-in-residence
Emily Norwood of student
activities borrowed After the
Garden from a friend. She
approaches Austin leaving the
Student Center. “I love it and
I feel it’s very important... there
needs to be more (writing like
Austin’s) regarding black peo
ple.” '

cont. from p. 7
time to be scared to death,
later.”

More Austin stories are com
ing soon. Heirs and Orphans,
Austin’s second novel, is due
early next year. The English
club plans a reception in Russ
Hall’s Kops Lounge, Tuesday,
Dec. 12 at 3 p.m. Refreshments
will be served.

jriïm
*- .
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The MSC community is in
vited to meet Austin at the
reception, where she will give a
sneak-preview of her yet-to-be
published novel.
After watching her in action,
a “crash course” like this is
worth it.

A nd you’re still sm oking?
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December 12-22
5 Drawings a Day - 5 Prizes
N O PU R C H A SE
N E C ESSA R Y
P
One ticket
r
per person
•
can be
•
obtained by
•
waiting
•
on the
buyback line, •
regardless of | •
whether
j•
books are
purchased
or not.

r i7 p c ■W C 3 .

^

Y O U N EED N O T E
P R E S E N T T O W II

Solar Calculators
A sl
Water Sport Quartz Analog Watches
Clock Radios
Walkman AM/FM Stereo Cassettes
3-Piece AM/FM Stereo Cassette Recorders
Sony Watchmans
And more...

S w e e p s ta k e s open to
all current M .S .C .
students, faculty and staff.
Valid M .S .C . ID is
R E Q U IR E D to claim prize

Drawings will be held five times daily at 10 am?
1 2 ,2 ,4 & 7:30 pm Monday thru Thursday;
10 & 11:30 am, 1,2:30 & 4 pm on Friday.
BUYBACK HOURS:
^ Monday thru Thrusday: 8:30 am - 7:30 pm
^
Friday: 8:30 am thru 4:00 pm

Lower Level Student Center Building

Sweepstakes R ule*
1.
N o purchase necessary
2.
N eed not b e present to win
3
Sweepstakes open to all current M .S.C. students, (acuity and stall.
4!
Em ployees of T h e College Store ARE N O T eligible to enter aaeepstakes.
5.
N o individual m ay receive m ore than one prize.
6
Valid M .S .C . ID is R E Q U IR E D to claim prize.
7.
O n e ticket per person can be obtained by waiting on the buyback line, regardless of
whether books are purchased o r noL Buyback Hours:
Monday thru Thursday: 8 3 0 am - 7 .30 pm; Friday: 8 3 0 am thru 4 3 0 pm.

Drawings will be held five times daily at 10 am , 1 2 , 2 ,4 & 7 :3 0 pm M onday thru
Thursday;410 a m , 1 1 : 3 0 ,1 , 2 3 0 4 4 pm on Friday.
Each day, drawings will be held from sweepstakes tickets obtained that day.
Nam es o f all prizes will be drawn at random from prize b u ck e t If winner is not present, a
random selection will be drawn and winner informed of prize.
After drawings, all remaining tickets will be used for a consolation prize of a Sony W atchm an,
on December 2 2 ,1 9 6 9 at 4:00 pm.
Prizes are not transferable. No substitutions of prizes and no cash redemption will be allowed.
Sweepstakes lasts D ecem ber 12 thru 22nd, 1989.

* "»

'

\

•
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ECON 203
ECON 301

Montclair
JL State
/ f i College
M O N T C L A IR STATE C O L L E G E S T U D E N T S : AVO ID D E L A Y !
P IC K UP Y O U R S U M M E R S E S S IO N S CATALOG D U R IN G L A T E
M A R C H . N O A P P L IC A T IO N F O R A D M IS S IO N IS R E Q U IR E D
FOR M SC S TU D E N TS .

Fine Arts (893-7295)
ARED 460
Comp Graph in Art and Ed
(meets T.W, 6/26-8/1)
ARGN 100
Intro to the Visual Arts
(meets M,T,R)
ARGN 107, 215, 275, 315, 340, 475
Drawing I, II, III, IV, V, VI
(meets M,T,R)
ARPT 200, 201, 316, 317, 415, 416
Painting I, II, III, IV, V, VI
ARPT 210
Vis Arts Wkshp/Raku
(meets evenings, 6/25-7/12)
ARPT 211, 212, 308, 309
Sculpture I, II, III, IV

A P R IL 17-M AY 3

Additional Registration Opportunities for Individuals Who Do Not
Register Between April 17-May 3

French (893-4283)
FREN 112
Beginning French II

W ed n esd ay, M a y 23 , 2 :0 0 -6 :3 0 PM , fo r c o u rs e s b e g in n in g a fte r
M ay 23
W ed n e sd ay , J u n e 6, 2 :0 0 -6 :3 0 PM , fo r c o u rs e s b e g in n in g a fte r
Ju n e 6
W ed n e sd ay , J u n e 20 , 2 :0 0 -4 :0 0 PM , fo r c o u rs e s b e g in n in g
a fte r J u n e 2 0
W ed n e sd ay , A u g u s t 1, 2 :0 0 -4 :0 0 P M , fo r co u rs es b e g in n in g
a fte r A u g u s t 1

Pre-Session
Most courses meet during the day Monday-Thursday
between May 29-June 14 (exceptions noted)
Biology (893-4387)
BIOL. 107
Biology for Survival
BIOL 411
Intro Tran Elect Microsc (5/29-6/21)

3
4

BuainoM Education and Office Systema Administration
(893-4289)
Contemporary Business
BSED 101
Intro to Business Data Processing
BSED273

3
3

Claaalca (893-4419)
GNHU 285
Mythology

3

Curriculum and leaching (893-5187)
CURR 423
Teaching in Urban Schools

3

Educational Foundations (893-5170)
EDFD 477
Ethnic/Racial Grps in Sch

3

EngMsh (893-4249)
ENFL 490
Sp Ip Film: Am Flms-1950’s
ENGL 493
Sam: R. Wright & Contemp
ENGL 493
Sam: Image Women Amer Lit
ENGL 493
Sam AmerLit: Arth Miller
ENLT 250
Sam Comp Lit: Freud Lit Film
ENLT 492
Sam Comp Lit: Lit of the Oppressed
ENWR 491
Sam Wrtng: Autobiography

o
O
3
3
3
3
3
3

Environmental, Urban and Gaographlc Studies (893-5258)
EUGS 102
World Geography

3

Fine Arts (893-7295)
ARGN 100
Intro to the Visual Arts (meets evenings)
ARHS 217
Sol Mastrpieces Wrld Art
ARPT 210
Vis Arts Wkshp/Basic Computer Pattern
(meets evenings)

3
3
3

Health Profesalons (893-4154)
HLTH 213
Perspectives on Drugs
HLTH 290
Human Sexuality

3
3

History (893-5261)
HIST 106
Contemporary Europe, 1914 to Present
HIST 110
Intro to American Civ
HIST 132
Intro to Chinese Civ
HIST 322
Medival Eur Civ 450-1350

3
3
3
3

Home Economics (893-4171)
HECO 141
Interpersonal Relations
HECO 344
Challenge of Aging
HEFM 320
Parenting Skills and Resources
HETX 122
Clothing and Culture

3

<
3

History (893-5261)
HIST 219
Sport in History
HIST 437
Amer Society in 20th Cen
Home Economics (893-4171)
HEFM 140
Family in Society
HEMG 331
Money Management
Management (893-4280)
MGMT 439
Business Policy
Marketing (893-4254)
MKTG 340
Intro to Marketing
MKTG 342
Sales Concepts
MKTG 446
Marketing Strategy & Implementation

3
3

Industrial Studies (893-4161)
INDS 347|
Survey of Modern Industry
INDS 450
Wksp: Black & White Photography

3
3

Management (893-4280)
MGMT 273
Intro to Business Data Processing
MGMT 414
Mgmt Theories: Behavioral Approaches
MGMT 433
Entrepreneurship & Innovation____________

3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3

Music (893-5228)
Class Piano/Non-Major
MUPR 100

3

Philosophy and Religion (893-5144)
Intro to Philosophy
PHIL 100
PHIL 106
Logic
Religions of the World
RELG 100

3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3

Physical Education, Recreation and Leisure Studies
(893-5253)
Beginning Swimming
PEGN 200
Beginning Tennis
PEGN 258
Sel Topic: Teach Gymnast in Schools K-12
PEMJ 492

1
1
3

Physics and Geoscience (893-4166)
GEGN 104
History of Science
General Oceanography
GEGN 162

3
3

Political Science (893-4238)
Intro to Politics
POLS 200
International Relations
POLS 202

3
3

Psychology (893-5201)
Gen Psych I: Growth & Dev
PSYC 101
Psych of Black Experience
PSYC 246
Psychology of Women
PSYC 265

3
3
3

Sociology (893-5263)
Racial & Ethnic Relations
SOCI 202
SOCI 206
Individual & Society
Sel Top: Mothers/Daughters
SOCI 413

3
3
3

Most courses meet during the day Monday-Thursday
between June 25-August 2 (exceptions noted)

Biology (893-4397)
BICL 406
Scan Electron Microscopy
(7 /9 -B /2 )
BIOL 215
Human Heredity
Economics (893-5255)
ECON 101
Principles of Economics: Macro
ECON 102
Principles of Economics: Micro

3
3
each 3
each 3
3
each 3
3

Mathematics and Computer Science (893-5132)
CMPT 108
Computers & Programming
CMPT 109
Intro Computer Application
CMPT 287
Data Structures
MATH 050
Basic Skills Math I: Comp/EI Algebra
MATH 051
Basic Skills Math II: Algebra
MATH 109
Statistics
MATH 110
Intermediate Algebra
MATH 113
Math Bus I: Linear Algebra
MATH 114
Math Bus II: Calculus
MATH 115
Precalculus Mathematics
MATH 122
Calculus I
MATH 221
Calculus II
MATH 440
Statistical Methods
Music (893-5228)
MUGN 100
Introduction to Music
Philosophy and Religion (893-5144)
IPHIL 100
Intro to Philosophy
RELG 101
Intro to Religion
Political Science (893-4238)
POLS 102
Institutions of American Government
POLS 201
Comparative Politics
POLS 202
International Relations
POLS 406
Gov’t/Pol-The Middle East
Psychology (893-5201)
PSYC 101
Gen Psych I: Growth & Development
PSYC 200
Educational Psychology
PSYC 220
Quantitative Methods in Psychology
PSYC 308
Perception
Reading and Educational Media (893-5183)
READ 053
Basic Reading Skills
READ 407
Reading: Theory & Process
READ 408
Reading: The Content Areas
Speech and Theatre (893-4217)
STSP 101
Fund Speech: Comm Reqmnt
| STSP 234
Public Speaking
!STSP 271
Interpersonal Commun I
STTH122
Acting I

I

3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Saturday Mornings
June 9-August 11

Six-Week Session

Anthropology (893-4119)
ANTH 100
Cultural Anthropology
ANTH 200
Urban Anthropology

4
4

Health Professions (893-4154)
HLTH 213
Perspectives on Drugs

Marketing (893-4254)
MKAD 492
Select Topic Admin Sci:
Critical Issues in Marketing
Consumer Behavior
MKTG 341
MKTG 342
Sales Concepts & Pract
MKTG 343
Direct Marketing
MKTG 344
Advertising Theories & Techniques
3b,
Mathematics and Computer Science (893-5132)
Computers & Programming
CMPT 108
Computer Application
CMPT 109
Statistics
MATH 109
Intermediate Algebra
MATH 110
MATH 114
Math Bus II: Calculus
Precalculus Mathematics
MATH 115

Accounting, Law and nutation (893-4178)
ACCT 201, 202 Fundamentals of Accounting I,II
BSLW 261
Legal Environment of Business I

3
3
3
3
3

General Humanities (893-4419)
GNHU 201
Gen Humanities I to 1400

Complete registration and schedule informatiion is published in
the 1990 Summer Sessions Catalog available late March.
UNDERGRADUATE
CO UR SES

3

Finance and Quantitative Methods (893-4381)
FINQ 270
Statistics for Business
FINQ 372
Management Science

R e g is tra tio n o p p o r tu n itie s av ailab le to M o n tc la ir S ta te C o lle g e
s tu d e n ts an d V is itin g S tu d e n ts fro m o th e r re g io n a lly
a c c re d ite d c o lle g e s a n d u n iv e rs itie s :
R E G IS T R A T IO N

3

English (893-4249)
ENGL 105
Freshman Composition
ENGL 106
Intro to Literature
ENGL 263
Art of Drama
ENLT 176
World Lit: Coming of Age
ENWR 200
Crea Wrt: Fictn, Poet, Drama

UPPER MONTCLAP, NJ 07043

ADVANCED

Economic Statistics
Money and Banking

Classics (893-4419)
GNHU 285
Mythology

each 3
3
3
3

History (893-5261)
HIST 105
Emergence of Europe
HIST 117
History of U.S. to 1876

3
3

Eight-Weak Session

4

Most courses meet during the evening Monday, Tuesday,
and Thursday from June 11-August 2 (exceptions noted)

3

Accounting, Law and Taxation (893-4174)
BSLW 262
Legal Environment of Business II

3
3

Anthropology (893-4119)
ANTH 302
Native Latin Americans
( 6 / 1 1 -7 /5 )
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Biology (893-4397)
BIOL 100
Biological Sciences
(T,W,R, 6/12-8/2)
BIOL 100
Biological Sciences
(M-R, 6/11-7/5)
BIOL 107
Biology for Survival
(M,T,W, 6/11-8/1)

4
4

3

2
2
1
1
4

3

2

3

3

Philosophy and Religion (893-5144)
PHIL 100
Intro to Philosophy
RELG101
Intro to Religion

3
3

Political Science (893-4238)
POLS 200
Intro to Politics

3

Psychology (893-5201)
PSYC101
Gen Psych I: Growth & Dev
PSYC 203
Gen Psych II: Exper Appro

3
3

Home Economics (893-4171)
HECO 580
New Findings in Nutrition
(T,R, 6/12-7/24)
Marketing (893-4254)
MKTG 501
Fundamentals of Marketing
(M,W, 6/11-8/1)
MKTG 593
Prod Planning
(T,R, 6/12-8/2)
Mathematics and Computer Science (893-5132)
CMPT 507
Fund-Computr Science III '
MATH 503
l-S Math for Comp Sci III

GRADUATE COURSES
SPECIAL SUMMER
PROGRAMS

3
3
3
3

Health Professions (893-4154)
HLTH 512
Alcohol Workshop
(meets evenings)

3
each 3
3
3

History (893-5261)
Early Latin American Civilization
HIST 114
History of U.S. since 1876
HIST 118

3
3

Legal Studies (893-4152)
Intro to Paralegalism
LSPR 220
Civil Litigation
LSPR 221
Domestic Relations Law
LSPR 301
Real Estate Law
LSPR 302
Sem & Internship in Law
LSPR 325
(W, 6/13-8/1)

3
3
3
3
3

4

3
3

Marketing (893-4254)
intro to Marketing
MKTG 340
Consumer Behavior
MKTG 341
Advertising Theory & Techniques
MKTG 344
International Marketing
MKTG 349

3
3
3
3

Mathematics and Computer Science (893-5132)
Computers & Programming
CMPT 108
Intro Computer Application
CMPT 109
Basic Skills Math 1: Comp/EI Alg
MATH 050
Basic Skills Math II: Algebra
MATH 051
Statistics
MATH 109
Intermediate Algebra
MATH 110
Math Bus 1: Linear Algebra
MATH 113
Math Bus II: Calculus
MATH 114
Precalculus Mathematics
MATH 115
Calculus A
MATH 116
Calculus 1
MATH 122
Calculus II
MATH 221
Calculus III
MATH 222

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4

4
4

Psychology (893-5201)
Gen Psych 1: Growth & Dev
PSYC 101
Educational Psychology
PSYC 200
Psychology of Aggression
PSYC 231
Industrl & Organiz Psych
PSYC 240

3
3
3
3

each 3
3

Post-Session

Most courses meet during the day Monday-Thureday
between August 6-23 (exceptions noted)
N o t o g y (S O S -4 3 9 7 )

Blotogy for Survival

|ultnrr- uueation and Office Systems Administration
Contemporary Business______________ ____

Courses meet Monday-Thursday
May 29-June 14

Fine Arts (893-7295)
ARPT 515
Vis Arts Wkshp: Basic Computer Pattern
(meets evenings)

4
4

Management (893-4280)
Mgmt Process & Organizational Behavior
MGMT 311
Human Resource Mgmt
MGMT 316
Business Policy
MGMT 439

Pre-Session

3
3

3

3

each 3

Psychology (893-5201)
PSYC 549
Psych of Adult Learner

Communication Sciences and Disorders (893-4232)
CS&D 586
Education of the Handicapped
(meets evenings)
CS&D 595
Med & Phys Bases of Lrng Disab
(meets evenings)

French (893-4283)
Beginning French I
FREN 101
Intermediate French I
FREN 121

3SED 101 ^

Mathematics and Computer Science (893-5132)
CMPT108
Computers & Programming

2

Finance and Quantitative Methods (893-4381)
Fl NC 321
Fundamentals of Finance
Investment Principles & Portfolio Theory
Fl NC 326
Statistics for Business
FINO 270
Management Science
FINO 372

MOL 107

Fine Arts (893-7295)
ARGN 515, 516, 601, 602
Graduate Life Drawing I, II, III, IV

3

3

English (893-4249)
ENGL 105
Freshman Composition
ENGL 106
Intro to Literature

Spanish and Italian (893-4285)
SPAN 101.102,103
Spanish 1,11,111
Spanish Conversation
SPAN 309
Soeech and Theatre (893-4166)
Fund Speech: Comm Reqmnt
STSP 101

3

4

Economics (893-5255)
ECON 101
Principles of Economics: Macro
(meets days, M,T,R, 6/11-8/2)
ECON 102
Principles of Economics: Micro
(meets days, M,T,R, 6/11-8/2)
ECON 102
Principles of Economics: Micro
ECON 215
Economics of Social Problems

Fine Arts (893-7295)
ARGN 100
Intro to the Visual Arts
ARGN 220, 280, 441, 442
Life Drawing I, II, III, IV

Fine Arts (893-7295)
ARGN 100
Intro to the Visual Arts
(meets evenings)
ARHS 217
Sel Mastrpieces Wrld Art

Economics (893-5255)
ECON 501
Economic Analysis (M,W, 6/11-8/1)
ECON 533
Corps & International Financial Markets
(T,R, 6/12-8/2)

Applied Music—Graduate (893-5228)
Business Educators Graduate Workshops (893-4269)
Multimate Advantage II for Business Educators (6/25-6/28)
Desktop Publishing with Byline for Business Educators (7/9-7/12)
Hardware/Software Selection Strategies for Business Education
Teachers (7/16-7/19)
Choral “Sings” (893-5228)
Coaches Athletic Injury Clinic—Cramer (893-5250)
Continuing Education, Center for (893-4353)
Baseball Pitcher's Workshop
Computer Application
Introduction to Personal Computing
Word Perfect (2 levels)
DOS (Disk Operating System)
Lotus 1-2-3 (2 levels)
Introduction to dBase III
Special Courses on Request
EXCEL (Exploring Curriculum of the English Language Program)

Physical Education, Recreation and Leisure Studies
(893-5253)
PEMJ 552
Seminar: Current Problems—Athletics
(meets evenings)
Reading and Educational Media (893-5183)
READ 502
Admin & Supv Read Progms
(meets evenings)

Cooperative Education (893-4426)
Creative Group Experiences Workshop—undergraduate a
graduate (893-5175)
Educational Opportunity Fund (893-4386)
Environmental Education—New Jersey School of
Conservation (948-4646)

Six-Week Session
Most courses meet during the day Monday-Thursday
from June 25-August 2 (exceptions noted)

Field Experience (By arrangement with departments)
Health Careers Program (693-4415)

Communication Sciences and Disorders (893-4232)
CS&D 535
Adv Sem in Comm Disorders
CS&D 590
Practicum in Learning Disabilities
CS&D 590
Practicum in Learning Disabilities
(meets off campus, M-F, 6/25-8/3)

6
3
3

Counseling, Human Development and Educational Leadership
(893-5175)
ELAD 510
Educational Admin I
3
ELAD 521
Education Law
3
Curriculum and Teaching (893-5187)
CURR 522
Innovations in Teaching

3

Educational Foundations (893-5170)
EDFD 520
Dev of Educatnal Thought
ELRS 503
Methods of Research

3
3

English (893-4249)
ENGL 561
Modern Amer Poetry

3

Fine Arts (893-7295)
ARPT 511, 512, 605, 606, 607, 608
Graduate Painting I, II, III,IV, V, VI
ARPT 515
Vis Art Wkshp/Raku
(meets evenings, 6/25-7/12)
ARPT 521, 522, 613, 614
Graduate Sculpture I, II, III, IV

Hi Jump for High Achieving High School Juniors and Ser
(893-5116)
Independent Study (By arrangement with departments)
Institute for the Advancement of Philosophy for Children
(893-4277)
Internships (By arrangement with departments)
Marine Sciences Consortium—New Jersey (893-4397)
Music Preparatory (893-4443)
Instruction for The Young Child
(Preschool—3 and up)
Students (Elementary School through College)
Adults (Beginner through Advanced)
Private Lessons
Classes and Ensembles
Physical Education Research Seminar (893-5253)
Practlcums (By arrangement with departments)

each 3
3
each 3

Health Professions (893-4154)
HLTH 530
Health Issues Seminar
(meets evenings, 6/25-7/19)
Mathematics and Computer Science (893-5132)
MATH 513
Comp Sci Concepts: HS Tch
MATH 574
Prob Analysis: Sec Math
Physical Education, Recreation and Leisure Studies
(893-5253)
PEMJ 540
Applied Exercise Physiology
(meets evenings, M,T,R)
PEMJ 556
Advanced Motor Learning
(meets evenings, M,T,R)
Reading and Educational Media (893-5183)
READ 512
Sem: Reading Disabilities

3

3
3

Selected Topics (By .arrangement with departments)
Study Abroad
Brazil & Argentina (Sociology 893-5263)
China (History 893-5261/4122)
Italy, University of Sienna (Italian 893-4285, English 893-4:
History 893-5261)
Australia, New Zealand, Tahiti, Hong Kong (Fine Arts
893-7283/4307)
Summer Day Camp for Gifted and Talented Ybuth (for stu
who have completed grade 6 and have not begun grade 11
July 1, 1990) (893*104/4260)
Summer Intervention Programs for Children (893-4269)

3
3

Supervised Business Work Experience—Undsrgraduate
(893-4269)
Upward Bound (893-4187/4192)

3

Eight-Week Seeeion
Most courses meet during the evening Monday, Tuesday,
and Thursday from June 11-August 2 (exceptions noted)
Counseling, Human Development and Educational Leadership
(893-5175)
COUN 654
Supv Fid Wrk-Counselng
3
COUN 674
Supv Fid Wrk-Counselng II
3

TUITION AND FEES*
Undergraduate:
$63.25 per credit New Jersey residents
$90.25 per credit non-residents of New Jersey
Graduate:
$116.25 per credit New Jersey residents \
$143.25 per credit non-residents of New Jersey
/Tuition and fees are subject to change withoQt prior notice

CO CO

Chemistry (893-5140)
CHEM 107
College Chemistry 1
(meets days, M-R, 6/11-7/5)
CHEM 108
College Chemistry II
(meets days, M-R, 7/9-8Z2)
CHEM 109
College Chemistry Lab I
(meets days, M-R, 6/11-7/5)
CHEM 110
College Chemistry Lab II
(meets days, M-R, 7Z9-8/2)
CHEM 120
General Chemistry I
(meets days, M-R, 6/11-7/5)
CHEM 121
General Chemistry II
(meets days, M-R, 7/9-8/2)
CHEM 230
Organic Chemistry I
(meets days, M-R, 6/11-7/5)
CHEM 231
Organic Chemistry II
(meets days, M-R, 7Z9-8/2)
Experimental Organic Chemistry I
CHEM 232
(meets days, M-R, 6/11-7/5)
CHEM 233
Experimental Organic Chemistry II
(meets days, M-R, 7/9-8Z2)

Environmental, Urban and Geographic Studies (893-5258)
EUGS100
Principles of Geography
3
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R acism in Am erican Society Today
Student Voice

Editorial Policy Board

By Dan Grossman, Contributing Columnist

Lynn M. Cowan ................................................................. Editor-in-Chief
John P. N a v a rro ............................................................. Managing Editor
Maggie Cym bala...................................................... Editorial Page Editor

Editors

Technical Department

Barclay M inton...................... Arts
Maureen P. McGuire. . . Assistant

Luisa Carrizo __ Graphics Mgr.
Sharon L ane................... Graphics
Jody Bardin............... Proofreader
Elizabeth Lubin............Typesetter
Michele Lovell............. Typesetter
John P a u l.....................Cartoonist
ZBT F ratern ity .......... Circulation

Assign.
Sarah K. W ilt....... Assistant Edit.
Valerie Kalfrin ............... Features
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Kristin Marcussen Photography
Mike Walmsley................... Sports

Production Staff
Richard Buckley
Jolleen Newby
Susan Keefe
Andrea Lanzalone

The neo-Nazi skinheads are
the fastest growing and most
dangerous of these organiza
tions. They are similar to Adolf
Hitler’s Storm Troop thugs who
roamed the streets looking for
fights and other ways to spread
their racial hatred.
They have been responsible
for an incredible amount of
racially motivated violence,
vandalism, and even murders.

Photography Staff
Andrew Tockarshewsky
Wendy Saling

Dr. George R. P e tty ......................................................... Faculty Liaison
Prof. Ron H ollander......................................................... Faculty Liaison

Business Department
Paul M am pilly............................................................................. Treasurer
Jane Bech N ielsen.................................................... Advertising Manager

The Montclarion is published weekly, except during examination,
summer and winter sessions. Advertising rates are available upon request
in Room 113 o f the Student Center Annex, or by calling the business
department at (201) 893-5237. The views expressed in the editorial pages,
with the exception o f the main editorial, do not necessarily reflect the
opinion o f The Montclarion.

High

alarming number of supporters.

Racism, the dreaded evil that
had been lurking in the shadows
for years, finally emerged in a
blitzkrieg fashion during the
1980’s.
Throughout the last decade,
a wave of conservatism and fear
(possibly the same) has swept
across the country, being
ushered in by the Reagan revo
lution. The results have been
horrible in the area of race
relations. All the progress that
had been made during the civil
rights movement is slowly dis
appearing. We are slowly mov
ing backwards.
White supremacy is no longer
restricted to the reactionary
bigotry of the South. It has now
become a rampant cancer that
is spreading fear and terror
throughout the entire country.
Although the membership of
the Ku Klux Klan has gradually
decreased, there have been a
countless number of other racist
organizations popping up all
over the country attracting an

Costof Learning

A college education is a necessary tool one must have to survive
in today’s competitive job market. The routine used to be that one
went to college fresh out of high school and after completing his
education in four years, landed a well-paying job. And everyone
lived happily ever after.
The path leading to a career isn’t that easy anymore. It is growing
more popular to take longer than four years to complete the
curriculum. More and more students are being forced into the job
market before they graduate, for the expense of a college education
has exceeded the pocketbooks of most middle-class families.
The cost of college is completely out of hand. The present methods
of helping subsidize the cost of college are barely efficient.
The cost for 15 credits for the Fall *89 semester at MSC was
over $1,000. Ronald Reagan could spend ten minutes in Japan and
cover the costs, but for the typical student, it takes much longer.
Ironic, isn’t it? One of the first things Reagan did as President was
to cut the federal aid to college students, and now he is making
$2 million for speeches while the students he maimed financially
are still paying off loans.
This tuition figure reflects an increase over the tuition set for the
Fall *88 semester. The increase came about because a vote was taken
by the powers-that-be of MSC this past summer which, of course,
passed without opposition because there were hardly any students
on campus to realize such a decision was taking place.
For students who finance their own education this increase was
difficult to cope with, for tuition is not the only expense they must
deal with. Books required for classes will usually cost a minimum
of $150.00 per semester, but wait, there’s more. Gas, tolls, car repairs,
and other luxuries like food and the pending parking garage will
add to the cost. The cost of housing on campus is no small worry,
either.
Some students have the luxury of parental support, while others
have to hold part-time jobs to maintain their subsistence. Needless
to say that if one holds a job, valuable time needed for academics
is drastically reduced.
The old notion that college is an institution for the development
of one’s cultural and intellectual capacities is fading. It has now
become a battle ground where money talks and Shakespeare walks.
Without money, there’s no education. Without an education, there’s
no money. Go figure.

KKK Grand Wizard David
Duke was elected to the Loui
siana Legislature in the past
year. I do not know of a bigger
throwback to the Constitution.
Duke, who heads the National
Association for the Advance
ment of White People, thinks
that the blacks, Jews, and all
other minorities are threatening
this country.
He also thinks that blacks are
intellectually inferior to whites
and has a hard time convincing
himself th at the Holocaust
actually happened. Duke brings
charm, charisma, and deception
to bigotry. Beware of it.
Over the last few years, New
York City has become the
unofficial home of racial ten
sion. The list of incidents keeps
growing. The Howard Beach
attack, the Central Park gang
rape, the m urder of Yusef
Hawkins in Bensonhurst, and
the attack on the Jewish stu
dents leaving a Hillel House
party, just to name the famous
cases. The issue of race, of

course, had also left no stone
unturned in the mayoral race
between Rudy Giuliani and
David Dinkins.
A few months ago, the Su
preme Court overturned several
landmark civil rights laws say
ing they were unconstitutional.
For the past ten years, affirma
tive action has been all but killed
by the conservatism of the
executive branch of the govern
ment.
As one can see, racism has
almost become a national pas
time in this country. Nowadays
it comes as no surprise when
you turn on the news and find
synagogues spray painted with
swastikas, blacks beaten up by
white gangs, and whites beaten
up by black gangs. If these
incidents continue to rise, the
country is going to become one
of anarchy and bloodshed.
The only way to stop this
disease is for every moral indi
vidual to speak out and fight
against racists with the same
intensity that they use against
their enemies. If you remain
silent, then you are just as guilty
as the racist. Although the overt
racist creates bigotry, the silent
allow it to happen.
Do not think that racism is
a minor problem that will go
away by ignoring it. Racism is
like a hole in the roof of your
house. The longer you wait to
fix the problem, the sooner the
rain of terror is going to fall.
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Lecturer clears up inaccurate statements
(2) I never stated or suggested
that President Reagan planned
his own assassination attempt.
What I did say was medical and
ballistics evidence brings into
question just how or if President
Reagan was shot.
(3) I never implied or suggest
ed that President Nixon was
involved in the murder of Pres
ident
Kennedy,
Robert
Kennedy, or in the shooting of
G overnor George Wallace.
What I did say was that the
bullets played a major role in
3 of the 5 national elections in
which Mr. Nixon had run. I
then asked the question of
whether a powerful force was

ment” was involved in a con
In your coverage of my pres
spiracy in the murder of Pres
entation, Who Killed J.F.K.?, in
ident Kennedy. What I did state
the November 9th issue of the
was that the weight of 26 years
M ontclarion, there are a few
of evidence supports the idea
statements attributed to me
th at individuals within the
which are inaccurate.
C.I.A. and the Mafia were
In the interest of fairness and
involved in the murder of Pres
accuracy I would like to state
ident Kennedy and that the
C.I.A., the F.B.I., and the
the following:
( 1)
I did not state or suggest Secret Service were involved in
that the “American Govern
a continual coverup of the truth
To the Editor:

Èemaie secretary for doctor's office.
Part-time/ 2 or 3 days a week.
Must be very bright and quick to leant.
No experience necessary. _>
Filing, phone work,
Insurance forms.

To the E ditor:

You have plans for your life
- goals to reach - a brilliant
future...
So did Linda Lancaster, a
doctoral candidate at the Uni
versity of M aine, Orono,
Maine. On February 18, 1989,
the drunken driver of a pickup
truck struck her down as she
and a classmate walked along
a sidewalk in the campus com
munity. Linda died hours later.

Call (2 0 1 ) 5 6 9 -2 9 8 8
_
between 8 :3 0 a.m. & 4 :0 0 p.m.
For Jersey City and/or Englewood, NJ offices.
(5 minutes from the GW Bridge.)

MflRKCT
5

1
5
2

1

(5)
It is not “my theory” that
governments practice “crises and
diversion techniques”. This is
standard procedure operations for
any military/intelligence complex
of any government. Also, the
Marine Headquarters explosion
incident was not downplayed by the
South Korean 007 airlines shootdown, since the former took place
on October 25, 1983 and the latter
on September 1, 1983.

Joseph Vaivano
Lecturer

Taking Responsibility

*10.00 an hour to start.

I

clearing the way to the White
House for Richard Nixon by
shooting anyone who stood in
his way.
(4)
I did not say that Jones
town, Guyana, was a mind
control camp for the “U.S.
Government”. What I did say
was that evidence suggests that
Jim Jones was connected with
the C.I.A., that there was a
massive amount of mind alter
ing drugs in Jonestown that our
State Department had to know
about, and that as the family
of Congressman Leo Ryan has
claimed, Jonestown was a mind
control experiment conducted
by the C.I.A.

All her goals and plans for
the future were wiped out in one
senseless moment of drunken
violence.
You have plans for your life
but ponder on your chances of
becoming the random victim of
a drunken driver. We all carry
the same risk, as did Linda.
Refuse to ride with an intox
icated driver. Volunteer to drive
a friend who has partied too
much. Write your congressman

to initiate deterrent legislation
against killer drivers: no time off
for good behavior - no suspend
ing half a sentence - no plea
bargaining.
Keep your future alive!

Russell an d Eleanor Nicholson
Parents o f Linda Lancaster

Get Involved
The Montclarion Letters Policy
The Montclarion offers the unique oppor
tunity for all MSC students to have a voice
on campus. We encourage all students to
express their viewpoints in the Letters page.

° f c /

Look fo r a d d itio n a l

vendor displays
in the Rothskellor
from now until
Christmas for your
1
shopping pleasure.

All letters must be:

♦typewritten and double spaced
♦addressed to the editor
♦submitted by 4 PM on the Monday before
the Thursday issue
♦include student ID number, year, major,
and telephone number for confirmation.
Letters must be signed, but names will be
withheld upon request.
These guidelines must be met or the letter
will not be printed.
The Montclarion reserves th e righ t to edit
letters fo r sty le and b revity.
______________________________________________U_____________
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FREE

1
TA K E A S T U D Y B R EA K ...

PEPSI

» P I z Z A ^Jr

•MSC Jewish Student Union
and the Alliance O f Jewish
Student Organizations present

Monday Night Pizza &
Football Special
Get 1 liter of Pepsi free with delivery of a pizza with
one or more toppings.

893-5100
RATHSKELLER
Valid only (or delivery • present coupon for free Pepsi.
FREE DELIVERY • Monday • Thursday, 7 • 10:30 pm • Residence Halls &
Clove Road Apartments ONLY!
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Value

Value
PIZZA*]

$ 1 .5 0

N eed

h elp

s o lv in g

A c a d e m ic , B u sin e ss
and Other Problems?
P r e sse d fo r T im e?

Tuesday, Dee. 12 at 8 :0 0 p.m.
Student Center Ballroom B

Then Try—

$ 1 .5 0
THE

ONE FREE TOPPING

S Y M P O S IU M
GROUP

with delivery of whole pizza

Research Consultants-

Pepperoni • Sausage • Mushroom • Onions • Peppers • Black Olives

Eager to A ssist in
all

Admission - ONLY *3 .0 0

UVE DJ & REFRESHMENTS

Areas.

893-5100

Call201-438-5665

RATHSKELLER

Free

Com one, come afilli

Valid only for delivery - present coupon for discount.

First

C onsultation

FREE DELIVERY • Monday • Thursday, 7 -1 0 :3 0 pm • Residence Halls &
|

Clove Road Apartments ONLY!
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JSU is a Class IV Organization of the S6A

Reasonable Rates
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Residence Holl Application for Commuter Students
JU__PULP__UÜLJÜÜLJÜÜIJ!MI

lr is too early to project w hether w e w ill have vacancies
for the Spring Semester. In the event that w e do, w e w ould
like to draw students from our w aiting list.
W J f T J I J L J ! ____ PULP____ 1 1 1

111

Ì

If you ore Interested in placing your nam e on our Spring
Semester w aiting list, kindly pick up on application or Bohn
Holl Residence Life Office. A $60.00 deposit payable to
Housing Services is required w ith the application.
M

l

M

l

M

U

M

l

M

B

M B

H U

M
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A night at the opera...

So my companion and I
walked into the Metropolitan
Opera House, confused as all
hell. I could easily find my way
around M adison Square
G arden or Brendan Byrne
Arena, but, we were on foreign
ground. Luckily, the wonderful
people at the Met have people
there to help you, unlike other
places that have yellow homic
idal maniacs to control you.
The opera was Rigaletto,
written by Vivaldi. Luciano
Pavarotti had one of the leading
roles. In opera, P avarotti’s
presence is over-shadowing.
Nothing else could hold prece
dence over a performance by
Pavarotti. The opera itself, as
well as the other actors, became
irrelevant.
The opera was in Italian, like
most, and since neither my
companion nor I spoke the
language, initially we had a hard
time following the storyline.

...and most im
portantly, ran
to the bar and
got smashed.
The plot was as follows: the
main character, Rigaletto, has
been cursed. His daughter has
been seduced by a Duke. Ri
galetto vows to kill him and his
daughter sacrifices her life
because she is in love with the
Duke. Everything comes full
circle and the opera is over. It
took over three hours to convey
this plot to the audience, I then

Have you ever been talking
with a friend or loved one and
suddenly become overwhelmed
with emotion that the only
logical thing to do is break into
a song? Such is the world of
opera. Dec. 1 and 2, the MSC
Opera Workshop performed
The Hot Sonato.
Written and composed by
Gerard Rhode, a retired lawyer
from Charlotte, NC, The Hot
Sonato is based on Rhode’s
experience with the Amato
Opera Company in NYC during
the 1950’s. Eventually, this
opera ended up in the hands of
Professor Edward Pierson III,
who introduced it to his onecredit workshop class. The class
worked all semester with it and
gave its world debut at MSC’s
McEachem Recital Hall.
Portrayed through two separ
ate casts, each performing a
different night, the story evolves
around Patricia Sonato (Chris

tine D eL eon/M ia RikerNorrie) and Gary Goodman
(Edw ard Pierson III), two
young performers in Patricia’s
father’s opera company.

“Oh mamma
mia, I ’v e been
hit by a Karmen
w
G hia...
Patricia’s father, Tony (Jose
Valez) strongly objects to this
relationship, as his daughter’s
career must come first. In
addition to this, Tony has a
behind-schedule performance
to put together in two days.
Tony’s wife, Angelina, (De
borah Carson/Beverly DiPaolo) feels that Tony has become
a changed man, he is so pre
possessed with the company
that he has forgotten what it
means to love his wife and
family.

/
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realized that one does not go
to an opera for its outstanding
plot.
The music made up for it.
Vivaldi was a great composer
and put together great pieces of
work. The orchestra and the
singers were equally great. We
can’t have cheezy opera singers
on the same stage as Pavarotti,
you know.
When the intermission came,
it was proven that everyone in
America does the same thing,
it doesn’t matter what you are
seeing. During the intermission
people relaxed, talked about the
performance, went to the lava
tory, and most importantly, ran
to the bar and got smashed.
Deja vu.
Even though I felt more
comfortable having this com
mon bond with these people, I
was still given dirty looks.
Maybe I look like a degenerate,
maybe my clothes aren’t expensive enough, perhaps my hair is
too long-I don’t know, but I’d
really like to see how these
people would act at a Dead
concert... Peace.

A Hot number
By Richard E. Buckley, Jr.
Staff Writer________________

7

✓

Yes, Pavarotti.
The wonderful people at the
Met, understanding that the
average, lazy, arrogant Amer
ican is in no way going to learn
another language, whether they
are forced to take two semesters
of one at a New Jersey State
College or not, handed out
programs explaining what was
going on.
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NOTES

Pavarotti?
By R. Campos
Staff Writer

T

On the Friday perfomance,
Gina Millevoi played the char
acter, Dina, the inexperienced
chorister longing to sing leading
roles. Her high-spirited voice
brought the audience into hys
terics as she sang “Pastafazool”
and “Hobo from Hoboken.”
The complication is set and
so are the themes; man’s inhu
manity to man in the pursuit of
his dreams and Dina’s inhu
manity to audience ears, it’s
time for the resolution.
Tony realizes his removal
from his family and allows
Patricia and Gary to wed, the
entire cast and audience is
informed of this via “Come here
Everyone.” Patricia and Gary
are ecstatic and break into
“Bless Your Yes,” to be joined
by the cast.
This out-of-the-ordinary
opera will be performed again
for those of you who may be
in the greater Charlotte, NC
area on Feb. 16-18, at the Pease
Auditorium, Central Piedmont
Community College.

Hello, all! As promised. 1 have the top 10 acts of the ’80’s. Starting
at 10 are the “boys from the bay.” In ’SI, they scored their firs?
top 10 with “Do You Believe in Love?” and their fust #1 in ^3
with “Power of Love.” Seven years and 15 hits later, Huey Lewis
And The News rank as the top group of the ’80’s At number
9 is the man who “don’t wanna be no pop singer.” But that turned
out to be his best vocation as John Cougar Meliencamp, “Jack
and Diane” all come in at 9. Next up is the man who went “against
all odds” and concorded from London to Philadelphia to attend
both Live Aid concerts in 1985. With songs like “One More Night”
and “Two Hearts” hitting the top, Phil Collins comes in as the
eighth biggest act of the ’80’s. At #7 is the “Piano Man” or the
“Innocent Man” or the man who recorded his concerts in Russia.
Billy Joel had 3 numbers and all were scored in the ’80's: “It’s
Still Rock V Roll to Me” in 1980, “Tell Her About It” in 1983,
and hitting this week, “We Didn’t Start the Fire.” Coming in
at 6 is the top male act of the 1970’s. He has successfully managed
to have at least one single released each year since 1969 (21 years).
In the ’80’s, he’s gotten 17 bits making Ehon John the top foreign
act of the ’80’s. Ill finish the top five next week.
MINI-NOTES: Aerosmith start their national tour on December
15 in West Virginia. They say that the first 10 rows will be strictly
for fans. Not media people, radio people, or even relatives and
friends. Just fans...Janet Jackson will start her first ever tour on
Valentine’s Day. Whereabouts are unknown...Other #ls: Soul:
Here and Now/Luther Vandross; Album: Girl You Know It's
True! Milli VanilU.
MINI-NOTES II: Thanks to an informant in the radio station,
I now know who Richard and Linda Thompson are. Y’see. they
used to be in an English folk-rock band called Fairport Convention
When they left the band in the mid-70’s, they made several albums
on their own. They were always the favorite of the critics but
they never sold well to the public. The album, that was listed
in the Rolling Stone 100 best albums of the ’80’s, was then last
before they divorced. Richard Thompson is also known for his
searing guitar style, which has been described as “Mark Knopfler
meets Branford Marsallis.” Thank you, informant...The answer
to last week’s question: Bobby Brown and New Kids On The
Block are both from Boston and the same guy who got New
Edition together also formed New Kids. His idea was to have
a Jackson-5-like band and after New Edition was a success, he
wanted to do the same with a group of white kids. Now, 1 hear
he’s trying to do the same with teenage girls. Whether they’ll be
all white, all black or a UN mixture is unknown. The man in
question is Maurice Staar. This week’s trivia question: What
happened on Phil Collins’ wedding night? Hint: If you saw him
on the Arsenio Hall show on Tuesday (5), you’ll know. Think
about it...Until next week...
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Final E xam P olicy
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1. All final examinations must be given during the regularly scheduled
examination period. The Schedule of Courses lists days and times
of final examinations for each class period.
2. No final examination may be given during the last week of classes
before the examination period.
3. If no formal examination is scheduled, the class must meet for
one hour during the final examination time, for a class evaluation
session. Thus, all classes are required to meet during the final
examination period.
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Art:
Art Forum this week presents Michael Young, abstract painter.
Art Forum is held every Thursday from 3 to 5 p.m. in the
auditorium of the Calcia Fine Arts Building. Call: 893-7295
The Sculptures and Paintings of Grigory Gurevich will be on
display from Nov. 30 through Dec. 21 at Gallery One, Monday
through Thursday, 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.; Friday, Saturday, 11 a.m.
to 4 p.m., Life Hall Annex, 2nd Floor. Call: 893-5113
Dance:
“Works-A-Foot,” choreographic works by guest artists, MSC
faculty, and students. Dec. 11-12, 8 p.m., Morehead Hall Room
104. Tickets: $3 general admission; $2 for senior citizens and
students. Tickets sold at door. Call: 893-4217
Music:
MSC Symphony Orchestra presents Oscar Ravina, conductor;
Wuijin Koh, assistant conductor; and Thomas Mulvaney,
percussion, performing works from Beethoven, Tchaikovsky, and
Mihaud. Memorial Auditorium on Dec. 10 at 3 p.m. Free. Call:
893-5226
MSC Jazz Ensemble will perform with Christopher White,
director, on Dec. 14, at 8 p.m., at McEachem Music Building
Recital Hall. Free. Call: Audience Services at 893-5112
MSC Concert Band with conductor Don Butterfield will perform
some ‘good ol’ band tunes and a few Christmas selections on
Dec. 15, at 8 p.m., in Memorial Auditorium. Free. Call: 8937219
Messiah Sing, Part 1, with Jack Sacher, conductor, will be
presented at St. Peter’s Church, Essex Falls. Donations accepted.
Call: 893-7219
If you’re interested in going Carolling on Monday, Dec. 11,
early evening, stop by or call the Arts Editor at the Montclarion.
Purely casual and intended only for fun! 893-5169

By Jon Max Green
Staff Writer________________
Just recently Squeeze pro
duced Frank... What’s a Frank?
Who is this guy that he can have
his name plastered across the
brand new Squeeze album.
So before I picked up the
album I was forced to go thru
a small process of elimination.
F rank...F rank...could it be
Frank Sinatra? I mean he sings
and he’s definitely got some
thing to do with the writing,
producing & performing of
music not to mention his close
ties to the underworld...Oh yea,
th a t’s right...Squeeze really
doesn’t need any bad press
through association. So 1 ruled
out Sinatra.
Who could this “Frank” be.
Then it dawned on me...Frank
Purdue it has to be him... well
I guess it doesn’t have to be him
but it makes sense to me, I mean
why not, goofier things have
happened and besides it was a
way to put this craziness out of
my head. So finally I got the
album.
I was finally going to get some

hard facts on the who-abouts of
Frank. I’m in and I’m out of
the record store and in my car
unwrapping the cassette which
is completely frustrating in
itself.

...Frank Purdue,
it has to be him...
It seems as though unless I
carry a razor around that I can’t
get into the damned package.
Finally the cellophane is off and
on the floor and there’s a key
scratch on the back cover of the
cassette holder, I’m thinking
that I really got to get in to CD’s
as 1 flip the cassette over to see
the cover. Oh my god...Frank
is a turtle. See what I mean
about goofier things.
So a little bit bewildered and
thrown I popped the turtle tape
into the deck and from then on
I didn’t care if Jim & Tammy
Baker were on the front cover
because the album is great. This
might even be Squeeze’s best
effort yet. The tunes on the
album are traditionally fun and

catchy. However this time
Squeeze seemed to follow a
more Jazz oriented schedule.
This album is a m ust for
Squeeze fans and a must for
music fans in general.
Now, to add to the fun, if it’s
lyrics that turn you on, you
should turn to Frank. Chris
Difford & Glenn Tillbrook
combine comedy & relation
ships between men & women
and come out with “She’s lucky
she doesn’t have to shave, I’m
so lucky I’m not doubled up
with pain.” Implying men feel
the same about shaving as
women do about their period.
And if it’s a little off beat that
you like then you’ll like “Frank’s
Slaughtered Gutted & Heart
broken”
I t ’s w orth saying again.
Squeeze’s Frank is probably
their best work to date and
coming from Squeeze, that’s
saying a lot. So to be (here it
comes) “Frank” and if you like
turtles you ought to run right
out and buy Squeeze’s new
album Frank...hold the mus
tard...............

Theatre:
Mainstage Theatre Series presents Crimes o f the Heart, by Beth
Henley. Dec. 7-9, 8 p.m., 2:15 matinee on Dec. 8. The play will
be performed in the Studio Theatre. Tickets are available at the
Box Office at $6 general admission; $5 senior citizens, MSC faculty,
staff, and alumni; $3 students with MSC ID. Call at 893-5112
Experimental Theatre presents MSC student John Wooten’s
“Fortune’s End.” Dec. 13-15, 8 p.m., Life Hall, Room 125. Call:
Box Office 893-5112

Don t miss this weekend s perfor
mance of Crimes of the Heart. A
different look at the “family.”
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Couch
Potato
Update

Squelching the fire

By George Olselu «skt

By Dan Grossman
Staff Writer
Can anybody tell me what the
big deal is over the new Billy
Joel song “We Didn’t Start the
Fire”? For some reason, people
have been making this fourminute opus to Cold War his
tory out to be a literary and
musical masterpiece or some
thing. I simply don’t get it.
Although I’m not in the
business of ridiculing songs, I
have to make an exception in
this case and knock this song
off the pedestal it has been
placed on. Hence, if you wor
ship Billy Joel, please go on to
the next article.
No offense to Mr. Joel or to
any of his fans, of which I am
one, but anybody with a pen
and a piece of paper, a history
book, and some isolation could
have written this song. The only
reason people like this song is
because it is catchy, rhyming
lyrics. Big deal. Given enough
time, an orangutan could have

produced this. This song is as
hollow as Ronald Reagan’s
skull.
Secondly, is there a message
to this song and if there is, what
is it? Some people say that there
is no message; it’s just the last
forty years of history set to
Joel’s mastery of rhyme. Well,
then what about the chorus?
Obviously Bill is trying to tell
us something with the lyrics
“We didn’t start the fire. It’s
been always burning since the
world’s been turning.” Well Mr.
Joel, if this isn’t passing the
buck, I don’t know what is.
Harry Trum an, whom you
mentioned, would be very dis
heartened if he heard this song.
Now if the “fire” has been
burning since the world began,
then I guess you could say that
God started the inferno.
Wouldn’t this be the logical
interpretation? The fact is Bill,
while your generation and/or
our generation may not have
started this “fire,” we have
surely blown some oxygen
under the burning ashes. You

are not absolved of any guilt
here, Mr. Brinkley.
Next, Joel tells us that
“Though we didn’t light it, but
we’re tryin’ to fight it.” Well, I
guess Bill the Good Samaritan
is patting himself on the back
here by telling us that he is going
to fight the “fire” anyway even
though he thinks he’s innocent.
In Joel’s “A Matter of Trust,”
didn’t he sing “I’ve lived long
enough to have learned, the
closer you get to the fire the
more you get burned”? This is
totally contradictory. Make up
your mind, Bill. Fight the fire
or don’t.
Billy Joel has written some
incredibly creative songs in the
past that deserve massive praise.
However, this sure as hell ain’t
one of them. I’m not trying to
take away any of his talent, but
this song should not be defied
the way it has been. And last,
but not least, I sure wish he
would take off those damn
sunglasses already. Then again,
he’s probably protecting himself
from the fire.

Thank God the semester’s almost over! I know just about
everybody is waiting on pins and needles for Christmas Break!
Just think-no papers due, we can sleep until 11 in the morning...and
we can all watch these vids!
Video Bulletin
Great Balls o f FireZ-This rock ‘n’ roll fable stars Dennis Quaid
(Innerspace) as the living legend, Jerry Lee Lewis. Filmed onlocation in Memphis, Tenn., this vid relives eighteen months of
his life, from 1957 and 1959. Winona Ryder (Beetlejuice) stars
as Lewis’ 13 year old bride. Rated PG-13.
Lock Up-Sly Stallone’s long-awaited prison saga, which also
stars Donald Sutherland as the mean ol’ warden. Stallone plays
a man about to get out of jail for good behavior, until the warden
screws him over-a bad move. Rated R .
TV News
NBC has ordered The Nasty Boys as a mid-season series. The
original show was presented as a two-hour telefilm and centers
on an elite drug enforcement operation.
Kevin will be tempted to cheat in his struggle to keep up his
math grade on the December 12 edition of ABC’s The Wonder
Years.
Screen Beans
Honey, I Shrunk the Kids will be released to the home vid
market next March for $22.99, and will include the Jessica...ahem...Roger Rabbit short “Tummy Trouble.”
Production has been completed on Avalon, under the direction
of Michael-Lindsay Hogg (no relation to Boss Hogg from them
Duke Boys!) The story focuses on a commodities trader who
becomes broke while living a lavish lifestyle in a London hotel

With Macintosh
you can even do this:
Macintosh® computers have always been easy to use. But they’ve never
been this easy to own. Presenting The Macintosh Sale.
Through January 31, you can save hundreds of dollars on a variety
of Apple® Macintosh computers and peripherals.
So now there’s no reason to settle for an ordinary PC. With The
Macintosh Sale, you can wind up with much more of a computer.
Without spending a lot more money
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Close
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The Macintosh Sale.
Now throughJanuary 31.
T h e C o l le g e S to r e
,989AppleComputer, Inc. Apple.,beApplelogo,andttadntosb arerevered OademafcofAppleComputer, Inc.

Lower Level
Student Center Bldg
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Calvin and Hobbes

Loot HOBBES, NO ONE SAW
:US FIGHTING, RIGHT? TOTS
! can be our utol s e a u r
o t - SANTA / MgE HECOES
DOESNT HAVE I MHOMMBE HE
TO KNOW ABOUTV 0OESNT

OK,OK., I'U- EVEN APOLOGIZE.'
IM 90RRT. HONSTHAT? SEE.
IT'S OK TO FIGHT JUST A
LITTLE BIT IF TOU SAT TOU'RE
90RRT AFTERWARD. ¿ r — -

By Bill Watterson

THAT DARN SANTA HAS
GOT ME EVERT WAT I TURN.

TOW'S TOE IDEA. I'M
SWUNG \N BED UNTIL
CHRISTMAS. I WANT TONS
OF LOOT THIS TEAR, ANO I
FIGURE MV CHANCES OF
BEING GOOD IMPROVE
GREATLT IF I DONT GET UP

t CANT Question
IT UNTIL I SEE
some e m e n c t
OF IT ’

SAKTA. \ 'ÍES. HE PID.'
r/l to?
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T SAIP I
WAS S3RRT
WHAT MORE
Do TO) WANT

TOU COULD
LET ME
READ ALL
VOUR CONIC
Bo o k s .

fW C B M V ( ’ DEAR SANTA,
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I CALUlN DID

BODY/ L S ?,‘
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NO, HES JUST
KEEPING ME
COMPANT WHILE
I WAIT FOR
TOE BUS

BUT ACTUALLY HES
BEEN NOTHING BUT
TROUBLE TODAT. HE'S
TFNING TO SABOTAGE
MT CHRISTMAS BT
MAKING ME BE BAD
INSTEAD OF GOOD.

* > V ?

FORTUNATELT, I ASKED SANTA
FDR SUCH GREAT PRESENTS
THAT I CAN WITHSTAND ANT
TEMPTATION. I'M BEING AN
ABSOLUTE ANGEL.

f i

A HEAT SEEKING
GUIDED MISSILE.
I FIGURE FIVE
MINUTES WITHONE
OF THOSi BABIES
WUL MAKE UP TOR
THIS WHOLE ROTTEN

'
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Mother Goose and Grimm

By Mike Peters
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Outland

By Berkeley Breathed
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Personals
-Congratulations to the two new sisters
of LTO.
-Hey #101-Our friendship is worth
millions! HANG in there! Love #95
-Jennifer-My sexy lota roommate. Get
set to start making me dinner. My quest
is not over yet.
-Lisa-Remember that you’ve never
given a dream without being given the
power to make it come true.-P.
-Congratulations Deiby from LSU, for
a job well done.
-Kim and Billy sitting in a tree K—I—
S-S-I—N—G.
-Carol-lt had to be done. Luv, Sharyn
-D-Chi: You guys were great at bas
ketball, even in wheelchairs. Close
game. D-Phi
-Alpha Kappa Psi-National Profession
al Co Ed Business F raternity“Membership has its privileges”
-Congratulations Jackie and Sandy on
your success into our sorority-LTO!
-Where are the tall men with cowboy
boots??
-To my big sister Kim in lota-I love
you-Love your little-Karen
-To the newest sisters of lota Gamma
Xi-you guys are awesome. I love each
and every one of you !! Love pledgemistress TMcG
-Where is my damn car?!? Tonecess
-Laura, Where are you?!?, Carlos
-Leigh Ann, Hey pal. maybe, 1 don’t
think so! 1 love ya! Love your roomie.
-To 307A: You guys are awesome and
I love you, but DON’T TOUCH THE
BEER! —Guess Who
-To the girls on 15-They already have
girlfriends.
-To my little Jennifer: You are awe
some! I hope everything works out! I
love you! Love your Big Tracey.
-Doodle, Instead of going to class we
should go to AA Meetings Luv, TMcG
-Roomie #1: Nothing like a snowy,
Saturday morning jog along Clove!
Roomie #2
-Agatha-Beware of flying forks in Pizza
Hut. Did you know that 3 T’s are better
than 2 T ’s-Claudette (sorry, 1 can’t
remember my name).
-Well, girls, up for another night of
bowling? I would have had a strike if
I hit those 8 other pins!!
-Congratulations to the brothers of
ZBT on receiving their national charter!
The sisters of Delta Phi Epsilon.
-Good luck to the brothers of Delta Chi
who just received their S.G.A. charterThe sisters of Delta Phi Epsilon.
-Jeff-The popcorn would have been
better in a container, rather than in my
hair. I woke up with popcorn stuck to
my face and in my ear the next morning.
-Denise
-ZBT Congratulations and Best of Luck
in the Future. Delta Chi
-Thanks to all the girls in Iota who came
to the party. We had a great time!
Monk/Delta Chi
-Samantha-Joey’s wasn't so bad after
all was it. We have to get caroling to
experience the phenomena. -Denise
-Allison-“Say it isn’t so”
-Mantha, Was it worth the disaster or
what!! Luv ya Caroline
-Hey Byrdes-“Come on Dave Herman,
play us some Rock-n-Roll”
-Denise, to the best and craziest little
in the world. Luv, Caroline
-To Coochie-Crunch Queen: Say good
bye to jail bait days-you can vote now!!
From your favorite people down the
hall.
-Master Lord Niz and VP MercadoThank you for all your guidance and
support. Remember that revenge is
sweet! -The DiRho’s, your new broth
ers.
-W.W.: I've never been blown off for
that reason before! Oh, well-live and
learn! (Still was fun!) Love, l.W.
-To the Mofia Mama: Try to stay in
power til your next birthday! Have a
good one. Tom Tom

-Jo-The signal?? Beachball on the field.
Uh, I meant to drop my beanbag-Jen
PS-GO EAGLES!!
-Kevin, you missed it, now you know
there’s only one way to make it up to
me!
-To Elaine, M.J., A.M.. Mini, and
everyone else, thanks for making my
22nd the most memorable and happiest
birthday in a long time! I love you lots.
-Sheila
-George-It’s going to be a fantastic
weekend. I love you. Kim
-Table #10-Were gonna Rock the ball!
-Rich-Our one year anniversary of
declaring our love...forever. The ball
will be another night to remember.
From here to eternity in 44 days. All
my love-Jenniffer
-Table #10-1 love all of vou-Lisa-I love
you too!!! Jenniffer
-Don-I couldn’t let you leave here
without saying thanks for your irre
placeable friendship. Just two more
weeks-hang in there, you’ll make it!
Love Dianne P.S. Keep tipping!
-”Danny-Girl”-Thanks so much for
going home with me. You are great!
Luv ya, Liz
-Lou-“I think that it is just the sex!”
Luv, Lizard
-Hey T.S.O—Let’s make the 16th a
great success-Minisha
-Minisha: Happy Birthday darling.
“We’re gonna Party! Party!” From all
those crazy ISO people.
-Joe DiMichele: I’ll make your wildest
dreams come true. Secret Pal.
-Rocheforte: How do you like my clues.
Secret Pal
-Dan: I haven’t forgotten you. Have a
super duper weekend. Secret Pal
-Michele-Can I have some soup! Love
Danielle
-Liz-Ha! Ha! I got the F----- soup!
Love Danielle
-Chrissy-Any Prospects? Love Danielle
-LASO-Thank you for all of your
support during Latin Month Sonia
-To Punky and Yoko! I love you! Don’t
forget that!! Your sister!
-To ZBT, Congratulations on receiving
your charter. Delta Chi
-To Iota Gamma Xi, We hope those
of you at our party had a great time,
we certainly did. Delta Chi

-Carl-Where the hell are my RECIPES?
You know what I’m talking about-The
Coach Patato
-The person who took the RUSHPresto album from the Montclarion
office on Tuesday, November 28, 1989please return it. No questions will be
asked. This is important!
-To my little V: Happy Birthday
Sweetie. The big 18. Hey you can vote
now! Have fun on the big day. From
Rah Rah
-If I can almost have anything in the
world, it would be Jarteau. P.S. Your
Secret Admirer.
-To the Latin Month Committee, thank
you for all your help during Latin
Month. Love, Sonia
-To the basketball player with the eye
stitches: Despite our height difference,
1 could still see a future for us! You
played a great game against Trenton.
I’ll see you at the next game. From an
admirer in Blanton.
-JuJuBee-I’m so happy you’re my Big!
You’re a sweetheart. Love your Little
-Sue-You’re a great friend and room
mate anyone could have. Thanks for
being there when I needed someone.
Love ya Chante
-Flash of TKE-Congrats. I knew you
could do it! Now you’re TKE material
have fun. Chante
-D.S.T., You can take off your skates
now. The 3 weeks are over. R—E—
S—P—E—C—T, HA! HA! HA! Skat
er Hater
-To the girl in the bookstore-You’re 51!,
brown hair, gorgeous green eyes, and
I would love to marry you-C.M.P.
-Elizabeth-I love you and I’m very
happy to have you as my little sister.
Love always, Samantha
-Christa-I wonder what he did this past
weekend?!?-an Inquirer (Boink!)
-Ellen-I can tickle you whenever I damn
well please, and you can’t do squat
about it! Luv ya! George
-Delta Phi Epsilon running strong.
Sisterhood-the most important “s”
-Taran-Where is the Ouija Board? Love
Chrissy and Michele
-Taran-Your side of the room needs a
haircut desperately!
-To Nancy and Ramona, Thank you
for all your support. Love Sonia
-Kim: D-Phi—E and A-Phi-D (perfect
together?) Luv-ya: Mary

Robot
OKAY, ROONEY/
LETS TEST OUT
SOME OF YOUR
CAPABILITIES!

Copyright 1989

MY NAMES
NOT ROGER'
ITS SKIP

YES, 1
KNOW

-l.W .-R oom m ates forever?!? Who
would have thought. —W.W.-(P.S.
How do I get rid of you!)
-Hi Sandy and Kim-you guys are
wacked. Luv ya’s, Sharyn.
-Mush-1 had a great time Fri. It was
worth almost having to live out of the
back of your truck! AGENT 36

-Chris, lng, Kristie, Ginger, &
Dina: The Alarm concert was
Awesome! Rock-n-Roll! -Luv,
Leigh Ann
-T McG: You’re the best roomate
ever! Here’s to more drunken talks.
-Love your roomie
-To my AIX sisters who Billy
Joel’ed it. I can’t remember those
words- can you. -Love Robyn
-Carmen & Hector: The best of luck
always! —Love always, Sonia &
Nancy
-To my bigs Ed & Dina- Thanx
a lot! 1 couldn’t have done it
without you - Love, Spuds
-To the cool but goofy sisters Sharyn, Carol, & Mara - Woo’
Hops, Next! Yeah - LeighAnn
-Tony- Through thick & thin you
are the best!! Love, Nancy
-To the ladies of D.S.T., What has
come over you? Put those firls back
on live for 2 more weeks. Disappointed
-EA - Life is bad enough, you just
make it worse! -your x-beloved
itch.
-To my Iota family- Tracey, Janice,
Sheila, and Beth- You guys are
awesome and we have to go out!
Love, Carol
-To the girl with the stiff neck on
the basketball team: Happy 18th Bday. Hopefully you’ll be able to
turn your neck by the time you’re
19. Love L.H.
-To the Exec. Board of Iota: The
bonding was awesome! Luv, TMcG
-To my third roommate Sandi - I
Love Ya!!! Love, Sharyn
-Thanks LASO for a successful
Latin Month Party!!
-Edgar- Boris Becker isn’t gay!!
“Scottie”
-W.W.: Friday night was a blast!
I definitely have the best roommate
ever! Love, l.W.
-Doodle- Are there still bus tracks
on your back? Love, the fan bus
driver

By Mott labul

ARE YOU POSITIVE
YOUR MEMORY SYSTEM
IS FUNCTIONING
PROPERLY/
V
SURELY/

MY
HMMM...I SEEM
NAME'S
TO BE UNABLE
NOT
TO COMMUNICATE
SHIRLEY
WITH THESE
\ ____ HUMANS

-LeighAnn: You’re the best big!!
Hope you like your paddle! luv you
lots, your little, Sheryl
-OPUS - Happy “21st” Birthday the PiRho’s
-Edgar- “STRANGELOVE”
-Eileen, Doodle, Stacy and Jen: I’m
so proud to be a part of the best
family in IOTA. I can’t wait for
Sunday! Love, Nikki
-Laurie - I’m really going to miss
you next semester. Remember I’m
always here for you. Love - your
roommate Nikki
-Donna- Where have you been? We
haven’t gone out in weeks! How are
the men (Big Toe?) Love Nikki
-L.H.- Don’t let your headphones
out on a dark and windy night!!!
-your sweet roommate
-Monte: So I hear you lust for one
of my sisters. How’s the social chair
life?
-Hey Doodle, Ging. TMcG, and
Carol- Want to dance around the
room again? Luv ya. LeighAnn
-Mary Jane: Let’s check the tote
board, your days are numbered.
-To the toughest LSU brother Great work - What a heart. Love
your sweetheart and co.
-Naomi - You’re Awesome! Shervlee Berrilee Booh!
-Hey Marla Darla- We Love and
Miss You! - Your ex- roomies
-JD - How’s that killer laundry bag?
Guess Who?
-To the BEST Iota family - Linda,
Jen, Chrissy, and Sharyn: I love
you guys! Ginger
-LeighAnn: Thanks to me our
fantasy will never come true. Guess
Who?
-To the TKE’s in 201: Here’s to
more great and drunken memories.
Love your favorite lotas.
-Hey Ging- What letter comes after
"I"? Love your roomie
-Hey Michele: Do you think if
Taran, me, and Liz really concen
trated we could have allowed you
to float? Luv, Chrissy
-Hey PZ#2- How’s that nose and
forehead? Love your Women
-Robyn- My favorite show is on
MTV? Can you guess what it is?
Love- your H.S. buddy
-Hey PZ#57- Help - Quick Doo
dle’s still at Giants Stadium running
around in shock! Love Guess who?
-To Stacey, Jen, Nikki, and EileenI love you guys- We have to go
out soon! I love my Iota family!
Love ya, Doodle
-Vicki and Donielle, When is our
sleep-over? Someone need a facial!
Love, your suitemate!
-Liz- You’re the best roommate
ever! Love, Chrissy
-To the bimbos in 307A- We know
you couldn’t live without your 5
favorite illegal roommates! We love
ya!
-Pebbles the A.M.: Where the heck
is Bam Bam? -concerned staff sure
the coppers are not around. concerned staff member
-Eileen: When you finish reading
this go back and read my article!
-Curt & Monty of Delta Chi: You
guys are hot, how about a 3-some!
If you can handle it!
-Ron: thanks for training me, Steve
and Ray you guys better stop
ducking me! -The champ 2 pump
-Gail: Next time we go to Clove
- please hire me a bodyguard. -Here’s your personal, Tiger, I still
love you, meet me in the pit
sometime soon?
-Love ya, #95
-Phillip: I got my braces off. It
looks great!
-Congratulations to the Pi Rho
pledge class! What are the words
to “Iko Iko”? -Love your new
brother Spuds
cont. on p.20
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classified
Jobs
-W RITING—R E S E A R C H ED ITIN G Versatile, expert
staff. Fast service, reasonable
rates. 800-331-9783 ext. 888
-A T T E N T IO N — G O V ER N 
MENT SEIZED VEHICLES
from $100. Fords, Mercedes,
Corvettes, Chevys. Surplus
Buyer’s Guide. 1-602-838-8885
Ext. A 18604.
-PARKING ATTENDANTS
ALL SHIFTS—Perfect job for
students. Driver’s license req. 18
or older and have own car. Ex.
sal. Call Advanced Parking
Concepts. T-F 10 am to 5 pm;
857-2008
-Child care for wonderful 4 year
old. 10-20 hrs/wk, mostly late
afternoons, eve. and weekends.
Occassional overnight. Must be
flexible, reliable. Own tran.
References. 744-0812.
-A T T E N T IO N —G O V E R N 
MENT HOMES from $1 (Urepair). Delinquent tax proper
ty. Repossessions. Call 1-602838-8885 Ext. GH 18604.
-A FREE GIFT JUST FOR
CALLING PLUS RAISE UP
TO $1,700 in only ten days!
Student groups, fraternities and
sororities needed for marketing
project on campus. For details
plus a FREE GIFT, group
officers call 1-800-950-8472, ext.
0.

-Best Fundraisers On Campus!
Is your fraternity, sorority or
cluh. interested in earning
$ 1,000-plus for a one-week, oncampus marketing project? You
must be well-organized and
hard Working. Call Lisanne or
Myra at 800-592-2121.
-A T T E N T IO N — H IR IN G !
Government jobs-your area.
$17,840-$69,485. Call 1-602838-8885 Ext. R6837.
-Students! Work in your free
time in our Fairfield Child Care
Center. We offer flexible sche
duling and good working con
ditions. Call Fran at 227-4313
for an appointment.
-B abysitter-For happy nine
month old, alternate Saturday
nights in our Montclair home.
Must be caring, responsible and
have prior baby experience.
Gail Auster 744-5672.
-Waiters, busses, hosts. Steak
and Ale, Fairfield, 640 Route
46 East. Apply in person any
time. 227-2134.
-R estaurant help wanted.
American Premier Fine Dining
Restaurant-Ruth’s Chris Steak
house opening January at Lin
coln Harbor, Weehawken, NJ.
All positions available. Call
863-5100.
-Wanted-Responsible babysit
ter for infant boy, Saturday
evenings. Experience with
young babies essential. Can
provide transportation. Please
call Marda at 831-2101 during
the day.
-Receptionist, semester break.
PT phone recep. and light
secretarial for W. Orange office.
10 am to 2 pm or 2 pm to 6
pm. No experience necessary.
Ideal for students. $5/hr plus.
731-9740.

-Babysitter needed to pick child
up from after school program
4-5 nights/week at 5:30 and to
stay for 1-2 hrs. Free room in
return for child care possible.
Call 201-746-6214. Leave mes
sage.
-Free-Spring Break Trip-Free
Promote and escort our Day
tona Trip. Good Pay and fun.
Call (CMI) Campus Marketing.
1-800-423-5264.
-CO LLEG E
STU DEN TS
$11.25 to start. Expanding corp.
looking to fill 45 FT /PT posi
tions. Day and/or weekends
available, also. Scholarships
awarded. Call 731-1177.
-Babysitter needed. Warm and
energetic person wanted to care
for our baby boy. One or two
days per week. Starting in midJanuary. Call 857-1590.
-A TTEN TIO N :
EARN
MONEY READING BOOKS!
$32,000/year income potential.
Details. 1-602-838-8885. Ext.
Bk 18604.
-A TTEN TIO N :
EARN
M ONEY
TY PIN G
AT
HOME! $32,000/yr. income
potential. Details. 1-602-8388885 Ext. T-6837.
-A TTEN TIO N :
EASY
WORK, EXCELLENT PAY!
Assemble products at home.
Details. 1-602-838-8885 Ext. W6837

Attention
-LAKE PLACID SKI WEE
KEND. Fri. Jan 12-Sun. Jan.
14. $165/P P includes: R /T
M otorcoach transportation,
lodging, and All MEALS. Dis
counts available. Prices can not
be beat. Join us for the hottest
weekend this winter. Interested?
Call Chris 783-2389 or 7435024.
-Almost new matching comfor
ter, sheets, pillows, rug, and also
a toaster. Great for a dorm
room. All for only $ 100-worth
much more. Call Dina at 8842753.
-Wanted Babysitter-Experience
with infant evenings no wee
kends 748-8394.
-Graduate student seeking un
dergraduate students with
S.A.T. verbal scores of 540 or
above for experim ent. The
experiment takes about 1 hour
and the pay will be $10.00.
Interested phone Mike at 7468447.
-P A PE R S TYPED: $5 per
page, free title page and bibliog.
FA ST AND ACCURATE!
Call Michelle 744- 3932.
-APT. to share in Montclair.
Furnished 10 mins, from MSC
convenient to EVERYTHING!
Large L.R.,( eat-in kitch. with
dishwasher, cable TV, wall to
wall carpeting. Own bedroom (2
to rent) Very large $400 mo.
utilities inc. Call 509-8458.
-Private or group lessons in
electronic keyboard, piano, and
rhythm instruments offered.
Hour lessons only. Call Janet
Cicero at 481-1062

WORD PROCESSING
TERM PAPERS? REPORTS?
RESUMES/COVER LETTERS?

WE CAN HELP!
Satisfaction Guaranteed
FREE Pickup/Delivery
Word Processing Training
Free Demo Lesson
Student Discount!

ATTENTION SENIORS:
RESUMES, COVER LETTERS & CAREER COUNSELING
“SAVE $20 DOLLARS ON RESUME PACKAGE”
-FREE CONSULTATION
-25 LASER PRINTED RESUMES
-SUPERIOR QUALITY PAPER
-LIFETIME RESUME STORAGE
-SAVE $ BY REFERRING A CUSTOMER
-STUDENTS DISCOUNTS

IMPRINT WORD PROCESSING

(201) 763-0484

MCAT

A PROFESSIONAL EDGE
3 Laurel Avenue Florham Park, NJ 07932 (201) 966-6963
Conveniently located off Columbia Turnpike
The Resum e & C areer Referral Professionals

Op . Blank taachas
11 session complete rev iew .

R ights Alliance

Copious study m aterials.
Video cassette m ake-ups.

* YO U can make a d iffe re n c e '
r ig h t n o w . . .

tatervlew counseling.
90% success ra te .

-

Dr. Blank201988-1054

THURSDAY, DEC.

Ho. Ho. Ho.
You haven’t been to
Graceful Touch.
• • •

Impossible needs
fulfilled.

O ''

- / . . a p la c e y o u ’re le d to.

jewelry, crystals, clothing, bool s,
tapes, CD’s, wind chimes, fine a rt
...and friendly people.
Walchung Plaza • next to Post Office
46 Fairfield Street • Montclair • 509-7751

1UTH

7 : 3 0 PM

For Sale

Anyone on your
Christmas list
impossible to buy for?

MEETING --

AT THE VERONA LIBRARY

DAT / O AT

—Bong & Olufsen (B&O) re
ceiver with 8 preset stations.
Looks very sharp $190.00. Call
Russ 744-3435.
-Panasonic Electronic Typewri
ter with spell verify, 8,000 word
dictionary, like new; Solid oak
high chair with chair pads;
Fisher Price portacrib. Best
offers, call Donna 509-0904. 1983 Chevrolet C itation, 6
cylinder, automatic, P/ S, A/ C,
FM /AM stereo, 4 door, 85k
miles, V.G. condition, $3,500 or
best offer. 429-9578.

PUBLIC

Drop in and learn the simple
things you can do to end animal
abuse. Bring your friends, bring
your questions! No obligation to
join or donate. Everyone can do
something important to make a
difference for the animals.
They need you now.

C a ll 998-7912

for directions or more information.
co n t. fro m p .19

-John: I’m really psyched for
tonight. I’m glad we’re going to
together. -Me
-Hey Elephant, Eagle, Puppy,
Lion, Kitty...and Todd(?): Merry
Frissmus and Happy Chanooka!
You guys are the best and I count
you all with my bestest of bless
ings ¡-Seagull
-To Kerri, Fuzz, Kim, George, Jen,
Rich, Maryjane, Chris, Kathy, Al,
and my love: We’ve got tonight,
who needs tomorrow let’s make it
last. -Kerry
-To the Senate man who busted a
move last Monday in the cafeteria:
You are totally hot - I’ve been
watching and wanting you.
-CPO: This will be the best Christ
mas because I’m spending it with
you. I love you to pieces. -CRW
-Rich: Are you coming over to the
studio tonight? Wendy and I need
some caffeine...Bare
-Chrissy: Are you done ironing
your underwear? Love, Me
-To the Gamma Pledge Class:
congratulations! Welcome to the
Sisterhood. -Luv, Michelle and
Janet
-Nichole, Happy Belated Birthday!
Love Lou
-Ginger: You should really go to
class more often. -Tracey
-PZ 65: You’re a nice after all. Luv, your bonding buddy
-“Well, sure, O.K., they’re Out
cast,’’said some of the younger
gulls,“but, hey, man, where did they
learn to fly like that?”-Cut loose,
Rich-Me
-Jen & Kerry: The small but
awesome Iota family! I love you!
Tracey
_____________________

-AIX #95, Robyn: Thank you! I
am so proud to be your big sis....I
am always here for you.... All of
my love, AIX # 89, Suzie.
-“BLAME IT ON EMIL!!!!!!!”
-To ALL of the sisters of AIX: the
bond is growing stronger every
day...I love you all, #89.
-Wendy: Those Bohn elevators are
Jumpin!!! Next semester will be
dangerous...I love ya!! -Suzie
-Big Tree: You can fertilize me
anytime. —Love Bush!
-Dave: Have you found anybody
for my three-men-fantasy yet? —
Laura
-Chrissy: This job is so boring, this
is all we do! Love, your little
-Dave: Bam says - like my new
coat? I’m a lucky dog!! -Love Bush
-Mara: “Made in the USA” You’re
getting closer. -Lv, me
-J.D.: We’re still friends Ya know!
Guess Who!
-Emil, Gerard, Chris, Dige, Mark,
Larry, and who ever else we forgot:
CHO—POSSE??? (Is that right?)
Oh well we tried. -Love, Michele
& Chrissy.
-Master Lord Niz: “Pour some quik
on Ed!”
-Joe, Kathy, & Michelle: Thanks
for everything. You guys are ter
rific! Your little “Lucky”
-Danielle: Do you want some soup?
-Love Michele
-To my big Chrissy: You’re the best.
We are gonna have an awesome
time! Luv ya, Sharyn
-Top Ten Sexiest AfricanAmerican Men at MSC Anthony,
Kevin, Michael, Mike, Moo-Moo,
Tom, Tracy, Troy, Warren, and
Woo. Chosen by the P-Crew.
-Moe: We made it - finally! Thanks!
-Taps_________________________
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College Life Union Board Presents:

A SKI WEEKEND
AT GORE MOUNTAIN
in Lake George, N.Y.

%S

&o

FEBRUARY 16-18,1990

br

%

/ /
/ / *

Quad Occupancy

$135.00 per person

H otel arrangements at the
Holiday Inn Saratoga Springs
Includes: 2 Breakfasts, 2 dinners as well as discounts
on equipment rentals and lift tickets .
Reservation deposits of $50 are due by Dec. 22nd
(The sooner the better)

Any questions, Call 893-5232
Ask for Mitch or Ellen
CLUB is a Class One of the SGA

t
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Indoor track opens

Chip Shots
by M ichael W alm sley

By Robin Weber
Staff Writer

MSC NEWS
December 1, 1989 - On Friday morning, December 1, 191
approximately 45 bowlers gathered at Verona Lanes
participate in The Bowling Challenge sponsored by t .e
Department of Campus Recreation. The team competition was
based on total pins for two games. In addition to the team
competition, prizes were awarded to individuals who achieved
outstanding accomplishments.
Special awards for the first game included: Highest Individual
Score, Dave Oldenhage; Scoring a 7-spare in the third frame,
Judy Diamond and Dave Masur; Lowest Team Score for the
Fourth Frame, SILC. Also honored were those bowlers with
strikes in the tenth frame: Joe Pell, John Trahan, Dave
Oldenhage, and Dr. Curtis Jackson.
In the second game the following prizes were awarded: Lowest
Individual Score, Larry of the PEMJ2 Team; Highest Team
Score in the Fifth Frame, PEMJ1; and once again, honors
for those striking in the tenth frame, Tom Puryear, Dr. Curtis
Jackson, Judy Diamond, Michelle Manion, Kate, Colleen
Breen-Lopez, Cathy Lewis, Amauris, Mark, Holly Gera, and
Debbie LoBiondo.
Taking the team honors for the tournament was the Morning
Crew for Blanton Hall, followed in second place by the Health
Crew, and in third place by the Intercollegiate Academic
Program.
Congratulations to all bowlers!

Students will once again have an opporti nity to participate
in the country’s largest college sports progr; m as the Schick
Super Hoops 3-on-3 Basketball Tournament returns to campus.
For the 1989-90 season, more than 200,000 students at over
800 colleges and universities are registered to participate
The Schick Hoops Tournament is scheduled 1, '»eccmber
14, 1989 at Panzer Gymnasium at 8:00 p.m. S tudent interested
in registering a team should contact Campus Recreation 8937494.
Schick Super Hoops combines a fun on-campus event and
a competitive off-campus tournament with exciting prizes. The
grand prize offers the top two male and female teams in each
region the chance to compete for the championship at an NBA
arena. Other prizes include trophies, t-shirts, K-Swiss athletic
shoes, gym bags and free Schick Slim Twin Razors and Blades.
The program consists of three rounds. First, all participating
schools conduct an on-campus tournament. Then, each of the
championship teams competes at one of 22 regional tournaments
against other schools. From there, the top two male and female
teams in each region then play for the regional championship
at the nearby NBA arena.
MAGIC MIKE’S PICKS:
Favorites
Eagles(-12)
49ers(-l)
Redskins(-8!/2)

Pick

Underdog
Cowboys
Rams
Chargers
Record to date 13-14-0

Cowboys(12)
Rams(l)
Redskins(-8‘/4)

FILL THE GYM NIGHT:
On Dec. 13, at 7:30 p.m., The MSC Red Hawk Basketball
Team will be playing nationally ranked Jersey City at Panzer
Gym.
The first 200 fans who attend the game will receive free Hawk
Hankies to chear on the team in their effort to upset JCS.
The fans attendeding the game will be treated to a laser
show at half time, a raffle of prizes, and many refreshments.
The official unvailing of The Red Hawk Mascot costume
will also take place. Come on out and support The Hawks!

The indoor track season
began this past Saturday at the
Lehigh Invitationals in Pennsyl
vania. There, the good recruit
ment of new faces onto the team
this season paid off for Coach
John Blanton and the team.
Saturday, the women were
led by sprint sensations Regina
Ladson (Sr.) who placed first in
the 60 meter dash with a time
of 7.4 and Aisha Agee who
placed third also with a time of
7.4. Aisha is a freshman who
is coming from high school as
an Eastern State Champ. Ladson also placed second in the
long jump with a distance of
17’13/4. Shawn Williams (Fr.)
placed third in the long jump
event with a distance of 16’6 3/
4”.
Tonya Sherrod (Fr.), the only
MSC woman to compete in the
shot put event, finished second
with a distance of 36’ 1”. This
event will be Tonya’s concen
tration this season.
Also competing in indoor
track this season are several
women from this fall’s success
ful Cross Country Team, in
cluding Alison Amicone (Fr.)

who came in first in Saturday’s
880 meter, and Jill Robertson
(Sr.) who placed second in that
same event. They are joined by
Rosa Domingues (Sr.) and
Alicia Hennesey (So.) who
finished second and third re
spectively in the two mile run.
Coach Blanton feels that the
women will be led by Regina,
Aisha, and Tonya. Regina and
Shawn will stand out for run
ning and jumping. He is “ex
pecting very good things,”
although he believes it is too
early to predetermine what the
season’s results will be. Blanton
hopes the team will continue to
perform as well as they did last
Saturday. The team is not too
big in number, but according to
their enthusiastic coach, they
“walk small but carry big
sticks.’’
The men’s team is very large
this season. It is composed
mainly of freshmen and sopho
mores. Blanton predicts that
sprints will be led by Tony
Williams, who finished in third
place with a time of 6.4 in the
60 dash, Abdul Williams who
placed second with a time of
32.4 in the 300, Kayronne Zahir
who ran 52.9 in the 440, and

Ware is Heisman?
By Mike Frasco
Staff Writer
On Saturday, Houston Cou
gars quarterback, Andre Ware,
won college football’s most
prestigious individual award,
the Heisman Trophy. Ware was
not on television once this year
and critics have been saying for
years that T.V. exposure is the
most important factor in win
ning the Heisman. Out goes that
theory. His team is currently on
probation and cannot play on
T. V., granted, so all the Cougars
did this year was play teams that
MSC could have beaten. In
doing so, his team ran up the
score during several games to
pad his statistics. Oh, and did
I mention that Houston’s of
fense is gestured for big plays,
it’s called the “run-and-shoot”
offense. Pass after pass, Ware
averaged an unbelievable 52.5

passes per game. True, he did
do all that was asked of him,
set all kinds of NCAA marks,
including passing for 4,699
yards. But is that what the
Heisman is about? Statistics?
The way he achieved those
statistics becomes the bigger
question. Case-in-point: He
couldn’t attend the Heisman
ceremony Saturday as he was
busy getting his 400 yards
against 2-8-1 Rice in a 64-0
padded victory.
My point is simply directed
at the voters on the Heisman
panel. No one can deny Ware’s
statistics, but a choice like this
seems to lessen the genuine
tradition of the Heisman, con
sidering the factors involved.
Do statistics alone win such an
honorable award? Let the de
bate begin, sports fans.

Shawn Mitchell who competed
in the 440 with a time of 55.2
and the 300 with a time of 33.8.
Hurdlers Craig Jackson, with
a fifth place finish, and Ezenwa
Inya-Agha, a freshman from
Nigeria, will carry the team in
this event. Robert Piersanti and
Jerry Rosenfeld are showcased
for the Long Jump event. At
Lehigh, Piersanti finished in
fourth place.
Coach Blanton is looking
towards John Wilkerson, who
finished second in the shot put,
and William Kalmar to carry
the team as far as throwing goes.
He is also happy to have Brian
Major, and Wesley Peters from
his fall Cross Country team to
lead indoor track in the distance
events.
Although from Lehigh the
men came home with no first
place finishes, they were com
peting against larger schools
such as Temple University and
Drexel College. It was a very
challenging meet, and while it
is still early in the season, it is
easy to see that MSC Indoor
Track will be competitive op
position to all.

H aw ks hoops
cont. from p.24
player had to show another the
proper place to stand in the lane
on a foul shot.
Players d o n ’t know who
they’re replacing on substitu
tions. There has to be a total
shapeup in the basketball or
ganization to make MSC a
winner once again. Or, 1 hope
you fans are prepared for more
losing seasons.
NOTES: Michael Tinley was
named to the all tournament
team for his efforts at John Jay.
Fred Matthews led all scores
Saturday night with 17 points.
There is talent on this team, but
no discipline.
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The Bottom Line
by Matt Wintner
This week the General Man
agers and other high ranking
officials of Major League Base
ball’s 26 teams are in Nashville,
Tennessee for the annual winter
meetings. The winter meetings
allow for the week long nego
tiating and dealing among
teams to improve their chances
of capturing the penant in 1990.
The New York Mets contin
gency led by Frank Cashen are
in Memphis with two needs to
fill. The first is to deal center
fielder Juan Samuel and get
someone to fill the void Samuel
will leave behind. The second
is to get a right handed stopper
for the bullpen. The righty the
Mets have their eye on is White
Sox pitcher, Bobby Thigpen.
Unfortunately for the Mets,
other clubs including the New
York Yankees are trying to haul
in the services of Thigpen, which
could raise the Sox asking price.
Thigpen has recorded 70
saves over the last two seasons
which Chicago and his services
along with left hander John
Franco could
make for a
menacing tandem in the Mets
bullpen.
The Mets other need is a
center fielder. Juan Samuel,
who came over last summer for
Lenny D ykstra and Roger
McDowell, has told the Mets
front office that he would like
to play elsewhere because he has
had a tough time adjusting to
life in the Big Apple.
If the Mets are looking for
a good center fielder, they
should go north-of-the-border
to Montreal to try to get Tim
“Rock” Raines. The Expos will
deal Raines if the offer is right
and especially if they can receive
some kind of pitching in ex
change for Rock. Over the last
two weeks, the Expos pitching
staff has been drained by free
agency losing Bryn Smith,
Pascual Perez, and Mark Lang
ston.
The Mets, who are shopping
around pitcher Ron Darling,
could probably get Raines for
D arling and Samuel. This
would be ideal for both teams,
as the Mets get a good estab
lished center fielder while the
Expos get some well needed
pitching, plus Samuel, who can
fill the void left by Raines.
Anything can happen at these
meetings. Anyone can be dealt
anywhere at anytime. Don’t kid
yourself. Frank Cashen said
there would be some new faces
on the 1990 Mets and that will
happen. If there is any trading
going on, the New York Mets
will have their hands in some
thing , other than Franco._____

Monday night’s showdown
between the Rams and the 49ers
in Anaheim has the makings of
a football fans delight. The
Rams have won their last three
games including an overtime
win against the Saints in New
Orleans and a fourth quarter
come from behind win against
the Cowboys in Dallas.
The San Francisco 49ers are
on top of the NFC West with
an 11-2 record giving them a 2
game lead in their division over
the Rams. The 49ers are 7-0 on
the road and will look to av
erage a 12-10 loss to the Rams
in Candlestick Park earlier in
the season. The 49ers have also
looked impressive in their last
two games beating the Giants
and the Falcons.
The 49ers 23-10 victory over
the Falcons may have been a
costly one as Niner quarterback
Joe Montana left the game with
an injury. His status for Mon
day’s game is uncertain, but the
extra day off can only help
Montana who is having another
All-Pro season. If Montana
can’t start against the Rams, the
49ers head coach George Seaford will start Steve Young who
is by far the best backup quar
terback in the NFL.
The Rams, who were expect
ed to be in a dog fight with the
49ers before the season began,
are starting to impress. Quar
terback Jim Evrett has thrown
for 774 yards and 5 touchdown
passes over the last two games.
The Rams leading pass catcher,
Henry Ellard, has missed the
last two games with a pulled
thigh muscle suffered in pre
game warm ups against the
Saints. Despite the injury, the
void has been filled by Willie
“Flipper” Anderson who has
caught 19 passes for 415 yards
including a 338 yard record
setting night against New Or
leans on Monday Night Foot
ball. Ellard may play Monday
and if he does, it could be a long
night for the 49ers.
There is no need to talk about
defense in this game. It will be
a battle of receivers as the 49er
duo of Jerry “All World” Rice
and John Taylor will try to
outdo Henry Ellard, Flipper
Anderson, and Aaron Cox. The
line is a pick’em and taking the
Rams is the move to make. The
49ers will probably lose their
last and only road game this
season. Los Angeles will pull
within one game of the NFC
penthouse. Rams 30 49ers 21.
NFL Best Bets 6-0
Last week 3-1
season 17-13

More plays for Sunday
BEARS -V/i.-No doubt
Cowboys 12.. Jimmy J strikes back
Cards 9...Phoenix stuns L.A.
______

Devils’ Weekly
By Michael Walmsley
Sports Editor_______

With all the confusion and
early season chaos and changes
the Devils organization has
experienced, there are a few
individual achievements that
are being overshadowed by
firings, hirings, and dissatisfac
tions from above.
One player who is having a
great season, but is not receiving
the ink he deserves, is Mark
(Magic) Johnson.
Johnson, who centers the
Kirk Muller and Sylvain Tugeon line is off to a fantastic
start. He is 6th on the team in
scoring with 12 goals and 12
assists for 24 points in 23 games.
Besides being near the top on
the Devils point list he is second
only to Mike Ridley of the
Capitals in goal percentage per
number of shots in the league.
The center is only one of a few
players who is playing consist
ently well this season for the
Devils.
Magic comes off a very dis
appointing season last year. A
season that the Madison, WI
native would surely like to
forget. The 1988-89 season saw
Johnson’s name on the injured
list more than on the opening
game roster. Suffering a broken
jaw against the Islanders twenty
games into the year.
Johnson played in only 40
games last year, and I question
how healthy he was for those.
But Johnson kept working and
trying to contribute to a disap
pointing Devils season. Even
throughout the nagging injuries
and pain, the effort was evident
and Johnson’s magic was
missed when he didn’t play.
Johnson’s season ending to
tals reflected his injury plagued
season, he finished with 13 goals
and 25 assists for a total of 38
points. In 40 games Johnson
netted 38 points to show how
consistent Mark Johnson is. But
the disappointing number for
Johnson, the Devils organiza
tion, and fans, was 40 games
played, or I should say 40 games
missed.
“I was leading the team in
scoring after the first 20 games.
It was my best start ever,” said
Mark Johnson from his practice

stall at the South Mountain
Arena on Tuesday.
The broken jaw occured in a
game against the New York
Islanders. “Sauve was clearing
the puck out of the zone and
the puck hit me in the jaw. My
mouth was wired shut for a
month and I missed 15 games,”
said Johnson.
The injury occurred perhaps
during Johnson’s best stretch of
hockey in his career. But the
center worked his way back into
the line-up by keeping in shape
and hard work. But bad luck
was the only luck Johnson
would have after the first twenty
games.
Upon returning to line-up,
after 25 games, the Devils were
facing the Islanders once again.
And Johnson would again in
jure himself severely.
“I was covering Brent Sutter
when I stepped on his skate and
tore my hamstring,” said John
son. “Things were going well,
and the injuries ruined a great
start. Next thing I know, I was
lost for the majority of the
season,” said Johnson as he
reminisced about last season.
“My personal goal is to show
this organization that I can stay
healthy for an entire year,”
concluded Johnson.
Speaking of dissatisfaction
from above, Coach John Cunniff has made it clear that
changes are going to be made.
The coach is not happy with the
defensive play and the goals
allowed per game. The defense
and goals allowed are near the
worst in the N.H.L.
One player Cunniff will be
asking to pick up the defensive
play is Soviet Defensemen,
Sergei Starikov. “We will find
room for Starikov to play
more,” said Cunniff. “We’re
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going to be asking a lot more
from Starikov immediately.
Our organization feels that it
has taken some time for the
Russians to adjust, but we now
feel that they are pretty well
adjusted,” said Coach Cunniff.
“Slava Fetisov is close to
returning and his status is close
to being resolved. We would like
to give him a few more practices
to strengthen the knee. But,
Slava is getting edgy to play. I’ll
sit down with him after wor
kouts and see how he feels,” said
Cunniff.
The Devils need the Russians
to pick up the slack on defense.
Adjustment time is over, it’s
either put up or shut up time
in the Devils locker room.
“The team is working hard
and the key is to bear down
defensively and not allow mo
mentum swings. That is what’s
killing us,” observed Cunniff
from his office after practice.
“Team forechecking begins in
the opponent’s end. It has to be
a team effort or nothing at all,”
said Cunniff.
Mark Johnson seems to have
the answer or at least the history
of poor defensive play within
the organization.
“Our problem goes back to
the mid seventies when the
organization was in Kansas
City. We’ve always had a hard
time keeping the puck out of the
net and I hope the problem
resolves itself sooner then later,”
said Johnson.
Mark, your philosophy is
quite simple and logical. Thank
you for your wisdom and hard
work. We will never forget the
1980 Olympic Team and it’s
defeat of the Russians. Thanks
for the memories, Magic!
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Women’s hoops win Soap!
Correspondent______________

Over the weekend, MSC
hosted the 11th annual Wom
en’s Basketball Dial Classic.
The classic consisted of four
teams: Ithaca College, Allegh
eny College, Randolph-Macon
College and MSC.
In the first round, Allegheny
College
prevailed
over
Randolph-Macon by a 63-55
score. Keisha Bell of RandolphMacon led all scores with 24
points. Jeannie Alcorn and
Cindy Kyler had 17 and 16
points respectively for the
winners.
MSC played Ithaca in the
other first round match-up. It
was the lady Red Hawks pulling
out a squeaker, 59-57.
Carolyn Savio, who had 11
points and 11 rebounds, clicked
on the front end of a 1 on 1
with 31 seconds left, tying the
game at 57. After her second
attempt failed, Kim Wilson got
the rebound and passed it out
to Cathy Madallone who then
returned it to Wilson who
proceeded to score the game’s
winning basket.
Wilson
played big down the stretch as
she hit several key shots to keep
MSC rolling, as she put the
finishing touches on a 26 point,
7 rebound performance.

Although triggered by the
fine play of Wilson, MSC could
not have won without the effort
of the entire team. As head
coach Jill Jeffrey explained,
“There was a lot of pride and
heart put into winning this
game. The offense wasn’t in the
flow; however, we did the little
things and it took all 11 players
to win this game.”
Full of pride, Jeffrey added,
“We are honored to have the
Dial Classic here, as we are the
only Division III team partic
ipating.”
R andolph-M acon’s
loss
along with Ithaca’s defeat set up
a consolation game between the
two teams. The contest was won
decisively by Ithaca 80-66. Lauri
Hancock was the game’s leading
scorer as she hit for 20 points.
In the big game, MSC was
too much for Allegheny, as the
Hawks captured the Dial Clas
sic crown by a 49-40 score. Kim
Wilson played another strong
game particularly in the first
half where she scored 14 of her
game high 22 points. Carolyn
Savio helped out on the defen
sive end with 9 first half re
bounds, 15 overall. Closing out
the half, MSC went on an 80 run with 4 points apiece by
Wilson and Savio to give MSC
a 26-16 halftime advantage.
Jeannie Alcorn, the gators

leading scorer with 18, brought
them back to within 3, 37-34
with 5:30 left in the game. But
again it was Wilson hitting two
key baskets to put the Red
Hawks up by 7 at 3:50. A Tracey
Moffat jumper increased the
lead to 9, 43-34. Then Alcorn
led the Gator comeback with
two baskets of her own to put
the score at 43-38. However,
MSC went on to hit 6 free
throws and a late Allegheny

basket closed out the scoring
and MSC had a 49-40 victory
and their fifth straight Dial
Classic title.
Kim Wilson, the MSC junior
forward, was named the tour
nament MVP for the second
straight year. She also made the
All Tournament Team along
with teammate Carolyn Savio,
Laurie Hancock (Ithaca), Kei
sha Bell (Randolph-M acon)
and Cindy Kyler and Jeannie

Alcorn both from Allegheny
College.
M SC’s record coupled by
these tournament wins now
stands at 5-1.
The Red Hawk W omen’s
Basketball team will play its
next home game against Jersey
City State College on Dec. 12
at 7:30 in the Panzer Gymna
sium.
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By Mike Frasco

Commentary: Red Hawks fly south
By Mike Cohen
Staff Writer
Playing more like they were
in a playground than in the
Panzer gym, the Men’s MSC
basketball team got crushed by
Trenton State College 73-49
Saturday night in front of their
home fans.
It was a team effort in futility
as the Red Hawks shot 33%
from the field and turned the
ball over 26 times. The Red
Hawks committed most of their
turnovers by failing to hit the
open man with their passes and
giving the ball and game over
to TSC.

MSC and TSC battle for basket.

Lack of discipline was also a
contributing factor in the Red
Hawks defeat Saturday night.
Not just in Saturday’s defeat,
but in many losses the Hawks
have been experiencing.
Down by 13 pts. with 5
minutes left to play, an MSC

player missed an easy basket.
Several players sitting on the
bench erupted in laughter over
their teammate’s misfortune.
This was disgraceful consider
ing that most of the players on
the floor had been there since
halftime and were exhausted.
Players like Fred Matthews and
Michael Tinely who played 38
and 37 minutes respectively,
didn’t need to look at the bench
and see teammates who don’t
seem to care.
MSC’s record now stands at
1-4 on the year and coach Ollie
Gelston will need a miracle to
produce a winning team this
year. Coach Gelston is in his
22nd year at MSC compiling a
294-250 record. Since the 198485 season however, Gelston’s
record stands at a lousy 39-86.
During this period MSC expe
rienced its worst record ever
going 3-20 during the 87-88
season. Coach Gelston appears
to be unable to motivate today’s

college athletes. His players
laughing on the bench and
taking wild shots and his lack
of good recruiting are leading
MSC towards another dismal
season.
During Saturday night, sev
eral people in the stands asked
me who was MSC’s coach:
When I pointed out Coach
Gelston to them their next
question was “why doesn’t he
say anything to the team?”
During the night it appeared
that the Red Hawks assistant
coaches were running the team.
Coaches Covanagh and Gabriel
were calling all the plays on the
court and were doing all the
yelling to the officials.
MSC has a young basketball
team and needs a coach who is
aggressive and sticks up for his
players to the official. Coach
Gelston has to do more than just
sit on the bench and make faces.
The team always seems mixed
up and lacks direction. One
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